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ABSTRACT
Little is known of the ear’s phase sensitivity Ii m i t s 
outside the weI I known fact that excessive dispersion in speech 
signals results in chirp-1 ike sound quality. The limits of phase 
sensitivity may be determined in reference to the parameters of an 
Idealized dispersion since phase shifts are nothing more than delays 
in the ehort-time spectra of a signal. A number of discrimination 
teste were conducted which contrasted standard stimuli with phase 
modified variants of the stimuli to determine the limits of phase 
sensitivity. The Idealized dispersion was that of delaying a band 
of frequency components such that discriminabi I i ty could be measured 
as functions of center frequency, bandwidth and delay. The stimuli 
used in the tests included an impulse, phonemes, words, and a 
sentence.
Sensitivity to dispersion in impulses was shown to be 
dependent on intensity, center frequency, bandwidth, and delay. 
Discrimination scores half way between chance and perfect 
performance were achieved for dispersed impulses with delayed bands 
of frequency components centered between 250 and 500 Hertz and
This report reproduces a dissertation of the same title 
submitted to the Department of Communication, University of Utah, in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy.
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delayed between 0.0G25 and 0.125 milliseconds. Sensation level of 
the etimulus pairs was 80 dB. The effect of bandwidth on 
discriminabiIity appeares to reach a plateau at 100 Hertz, which is 
to say that bandwidths of interest are less than 100 Hertz.
The neutral vowel, the plosive /t/, and the fricative /f/ 
were used as stimuli in experiments in which phonemes served ae the 
standard stimuli. The stimulus pairs were presented at levels 
approxlmatIng normal conversational level speech, i.e., 70, 32, and 
35 dB Sensation Level respectively. 01scriminabiIity uae obeerved 
to be strongly dependent on bandwidth and delay. A very slight, if 
any, decrease in di scriminabi I i ty was observed with increased center 
frequency. Rank ordering of the phonemes in decreasing sensitivity 
to dispersion is plosive, vowel, and fricative. For bandwidths of 
approximately 100 to 400 Hertz, the plosive requires 4 to 8, the 
vowel 8 to 16, and the fricative 16 to 32 milliseconds of delay. 
For wider bandwidths, the respective ranges are 2 to 4, 2 to 4, and 
4 to 8 ml III seconds. More explicitly, for narrower bandwidths, the 
ploelve requires 4 to 8 ml 111 seconds for 100 to 200 Hertz bandwidth, 
the vowel 8 to 16 milliseconds for 100 to 400 Hertz bandwidth, and 
the fricative 16 to 32 milliseconds for 100 to 400 Hertz bandwidth. 
For wider bandwidths the plosive requires 2 to 4 milliseconds for 
200 to 400 Hertz bandwidth, the vowel 2 to 4 milliseconds for 200 to 
800 Hertz bandwidth, and the fricative 4 to 8 milliseconds for 400 
to 800 Hertz bandwidth. Less delay is required for greater
x
bandwidth since dlscriminabi11ty is directly dependent on both 
independent variables.
□ 1scriminabi11ty scores obtained from tests using worde and 
• sentence as standard stimuli agree with the scores obtained from 
tests using phonemes. Dl scr I ml nab 11 i ty half way between chance and 
perfect performance was obtained for the dispersed sentence in which
*
a 400 Hertz band of components centered at 500 Hertz was delayed 
between 4 and 8 milliseconds. The score agrees with that for a 
vowel which implies that cues to dispersed sound quality in 
continuous spssch arises from vows I dispersions.
The results of the study indicates that speech processing 
systems introducing no more than a few milliseconds of diepereion 
will cause little detriment to the speech quality. This conclusion 
Is significant Inasmuch as It is difficult, If not impossible, to 
determine the phase of many spesch processing systems.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Phase Sensitivity and Psychophysics 
Early investigators of hearing science had long understood 
that the pitch and loudness of a sinusoidal sound are correlated 
respectively with the frequency and Intensity of the sound source. 
The physical correlates of sound quality, houisver, Mere not as well 
understood. Helmholtz (1863) showed that the only attribute of a 
periodic sound to which quality could be correlated was the harmonic 
composition of the sound.
Helmholtz satisfied hlmeelf that the correlates of most 
Importance to sound quality uere the period and amplitude of the 
constituent frequency components and that phase was of little 
consequence. Research since the time of Helmholtz has shown that 
the ear is undoubtedly sensitive to phase. The full nature of phase 
sensitivity, however, remains incompletely understood 
notwl thstandlng the importance of understanding phase perception for 
both theoretical and practical reasons.
The theoretical study of psychophysics as it pertains to 
phase sensitivity, or any other aspect of perception, ae a facet of 
man's communicative system is Justified in that man himself is an 
interesting subject of study. As a consequence of such Interest, a 
fl(?al of the current study Is to provide a broader theoretical’
Ineight Into the nature of phase sensitivity.
The Role of Psychophysics in the Design 
of Speech Processing Systems 
The study of phase sensitivity is justified for practical 
reasons because of the role played by the ear as the final link in 
speech processing systems. Speech processing systems might Include 
those for coding and decoding, transmission, storage and retrieval, 
restoration, enhancement, etc. Restoration systems Mould be 
employed to retrieve signals from excessive noiBe or other 
contaminations. Signal enhancement processing could be Included In 
the dealgn of hearing aids and communication systems.
The design of speech processing systems must be approached 
with an auareness of the capabilities and limitations of all the 
Individual components, including the ear, which constitute the 
Byetem, For example, knouing that the average ear Is capable of 
correctly Interpreting uords transmitted through a transmission 
system of only 3000 Hertz banduidth is extremely important in the 
establishment of reliable and lou co9t commercial telephony. 
Knouledge of the ear's capabilities dictates a greater tranetnl Be I on 
banduidth and louer permissible distortion levels for the fidelity 
transmission of music in home entertainment systems.
Because of the real need for specific psychophysical data 
applicable to speech processing system design, the major goal of the 
current study le to provide more pertinent data pertaining to phase 
eenaltivlty.
Computer Usage in Psychophysical Research 
In hie revieu of hearing science, Boring (1938) noted that 
there were feu facta known concerning hearing when Helmholtz wrote 
hie Lehre von den Tonernpfindunaen in 18G3. Most of the factB were 
not very old. Although the science of sound nay be dated back to 
Pythagoras, Boring noted that It waB not until the advent of the 
electronic vacuum tube by de Forest in 1907 that the ecience of 
sound became more a field of success than effort. The major 
contribution of the vacuum tube was to provide accuracy of 
measurement in psychophysical experimentation. The adoption of 
electronics to the science of hearing however, was not fully 
realized until very late in the 1920*9.
A new era in the development of hearing science began with 
the rise of modern digital computers in the 1950*e» The power, 
precision, and versatility of the digital computer holds great 
promise in the further advancement of psychophysical research. ■ The 
major contribution of computers will result from their application 
to the solution of exceedingly complex problems. Indeed, because of 
the complexity of the problems that can now be practically 
approached, many modern developments in psychophysics would be 
Impossible without the aid of the large and powerful digital 
processing machines.
The digital processing of signals repreeente a major use of 
computers In psychophysical research. One salient advantage of 
digital signal processing Is that the process need not be linear* 
Examples of such research include the pioneering work of Stockham
(1972, 1975) In which he was ablB to remove the convolutional 
effects of the recording horn from old Caruso sound recordings using 
the principles of homomorphic fI 1 terina. I.e., generalIzed 1 Inear 
f I I tar 1 no (Oppenheim aj_. , 1968). Miller (1973) refined and
digitally implemented homomorphic vocoder techniques for the 
restoration of old, noisy sound recordings. The nonlinear 
processing required in the restoration was made practical only by 
the power of the digital computer.
Other powerful and Interesting applications of computers In 
peychophysIcs include simulation, stimulus preparation, control of 
experiments, data acquisition, and data reduction. As an example of 
simulation, Callahan (1975), using a two-dimensional speech 
processing algorithm, has dsveloped the capability of modeling 
auditory effects such as recruitment, fatigue, adaptation. 
Inhibition, etc.
A major thrust of the research to be described here has been 
to further develop and apply digital techniques which may be 
generally applicable to psychophysical research. It is important 
not to allow one's thinking to be overly constrained by the 
limitations of current computer architecture when developing digital 
techniques. The advance of computer science is b o rapid that larger 
machines become available bsfors the potential and capacity of 
machines already in use (nay be fully explored and exhausted. Much 
understanding of the practical application of digital techniques to 
future psychophysical research may be lost if the full potential of 
present day machines is not fully investigated. The study of the'
computer as a basic research tool is justified in its own right 
InaBtnuch as the proven usefulness of digital computers haB made 
computer application to psychophys1caI research as basic as 
psychometric methods.
Uniqueness and Significance of the Study
This study differs from previous studies concerning the 
psychophysical determination of phase sensitivity in three 
fundamental respects. First, ths philosophical approach to the 
problem Ib different. Previous studies, using a variety of stimuli 
and psychophysical methods, have indirectly attempted to "prove" or 
"disprove" Helmholtz’ phase rule by demonstrating new "phase 
effects." The results of those studies, from the second half of the 
nineteenth century to date, have been conflicting. Earlier fallureB 
in demonstrating phase Beneitivity are probably due to equipment 
limitations. Any successful demonstration of phase sensitivity was 
attributed to experimental artifacts aB discussed by Beasley 
(1930a), Ona must be Impressed by the fact, however, that since the 
second quarter of the current century almost all phase sensitivity 
studies, without exception, have demonstrated the ear’s sensitivity 
to phase modifications of one type or another. Notwithstanding the 
success of the later experiments, there has yet to be a critical 
study unifying the results into a comprehensive theory of phaBe 
eenai tivi ty.
The approach taken by the author In this study Ib neither to 
bf'ove or disprove the phase rule or to demonstrate a new phaBe 
®ff«ct* It will be clear from the revisui of literature in Chapter
Ill that the ear is sensitive to phase. The phase effects 
demonstrated by earlier investigators have generally relied on 
specialized stimuli not normally encountered in the every day 
acoustic environment. The author, accepting the sensitivity of the 
ear to phase, proposes to measure the sensitivity by systematically 
modifying the phase of impulses and speech sounds. The results of 
the study may be more pragmatic than many of the other studies 
discussed in the review of literature but none the less applicable 
to theoretical insights. .
The second respect in which the present study differs from 
previous ones is in the computer instrumentation of the study. It 
Is believed by the author that the computer has been put to fairly 
sophisticated use during the course of the investigation to be 
discussed. The uses to which the computer has been put will be 
discussed In greater detail throughout this report. It ie hopBd 
that the discussion will be of profit to future psychophysical 
experimentation of the type described herein.
The third respect in which the study differs is in the 
further development of the computer as a basic research tool.
The significance of the study is inextricably involved with 
It's uniqueness. The determination of phase sensitivity has been 
ehown to be interesting for both theoretical and practical 
considerations. The very least application to which the results may 
be applied is in the "worse case" design of signal processing 
systems. The instrumentation of the study and the development of 
digital techniques are of similar significance. !
In summary, a study is to ba presented pertaining to the 
phase sensitivity of the ear. The role of psychophysics In the 
design of speech processing systems and the use of computers In 
psychophysical research has been discussed. The present study is 
described ae being unique becauee of 1 te approach to the phaee 
sensitivity problsm, Its Instrumentation, and its development of 
digital techniques.
CHAPTER II 
THE PHASE SENSITIVITY QUESTION
Acoustic signals mag be analyzed by Fourier's methods Into 
their constituent frequency components. Such analysis may be 
effected mathematically, mechanically, optically, electrically, and 
digitally. That the ear may also effect frequency analysis after 
the manner of Fourier wa9 first stated by Ohm in 1843. Helmholtz 
(18G3) verified the I au and as a result of his own investigation 
added the generally accepted dictum that the musical quality of a 
musical tone Is phase independent. The ear does appear, however, to 
be sensitive to phase modifications of certain types, Determination 
of the way and to what extent the ear is sensitive to phase la 
termed by the author to be the Dh33e 9en9i tivi tu quest 1 o n . There 
has been much work since the time of Helmholtz concerned with 
determining all the varied ramifications of the phase sensitivity 
question. The following discussion is expedient to clarify the 
phase sensitivity question and to put the current work into ite 
proper perspective.
The Time and Frequency Domain Representation 
of Acoustic Signals 
Acoustic signals are the spherical propagation of acoustic 
energy from a given source. The Information content of euch signals 
Is represented as atmospheric pressure variations as measured at
eome fixed point from the source. A graphical representation in 
which the pressure or velocity variations are plotted as a function 
of time la known as the sIcnaI waveform.
Uaveforms may be described in terms of mathematical 
functions. It was generally known before the time of Fourier1 that 
continuous functions could be represented as the sum of sinusoids of 
various periods, amplitudes, and phase relationships, but It 
remained for Fourier to demonstrate that discontinuous waveforms 
could a I so be so represented.
It follows from the preceding that a function may be 
represented as either a waveform in the so called t i me doma i n or as 
the weighted sum of sinusoids in the so called freauencu or Four i er 
doma i n . Changing from one representation to the other is termed a 
trans format i o m  in particular, changing from the time domain to the 
frequency domain is termed the Four i er transformat i o n . the inverse 
process being termed the inver6e Four i er transformat1 o n . 
Transformations are performed in order to exploit the properties of 
one domain or the other. Common examples of transformational 
exploitation are found in statistics, the use of logarithms, etc. 
The particular properties of the Fourier transformation of interest 
to this study will be discussed in Chapter IV, but the specific 
purpose of the present introduction Is to provide a historical
lJean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1788 - 1830), a distingui ehed 
French mathematician.
2Gulllemln (1963), has noted that Euler and contemporary 
mathematicians felt that such representation was Impossible except
for continuous functions. Although Fourier did not offer rigorous 
proof, such proof was demonstrated by Dirichlet in 1837.
perspective for Ohm’B contribution to thB science of hearing.
Ohm's Law of Acoustics
The essence of Ohm'a law of acoustics Ib that the ear 
performs a Fourier analysis on an acoustic signal by transforming 
the elgnal Into sinusoidal components which the ear individually 
perceives. Ohm (1843) developed the law in part from the 1841 
experimental work of Seebeck, who Uightman and Green (1S74) cite ae 
probably being the first to conduct a systematic Investigation of 
pitch perception. Through a series of experiments involving the- u b b  
of a siren, Seebeck concluded that the.pitch of a sound was related 
to the periodicity of the waveform rather than the epectral energy 
at the reciprocal of the periodicity of the waveform, I.e., the 
fundamental frequency. ;
Ohm took Issue with Seebeck's conclusion in that Ohm 
believed that a pitch could be heard only if the acouetic signal 
contained power at that frequency. Ohm demonstrated by use of the 
Fourier transformation that Seebeck’s waveform did in fact contain 
the required frequency components, but at low intensities. Seebeck, 
In turn, objected to Ohm's explanation because the amplitude of the 
components were too low to account adequately for the intensity of 
the pitch which could be heard, The controversy was tentatively 
resolved twenty years later by Helmholtz, who postulated that 
nonlinear distortion in the middle ear would produce distortion 
products that would combine with the incidental signal so as to be 
analyzablB by the ear into component frequencies as explained by 
Ohm's law.
Verification of Ohm’s Law of Acoustics
Helmholtz (1863), as part of his Investigation into the
physics and psychophysiology of music, had occasion to determine
whether or not the ear analyzed an acoustic signal or not [p. 331,
and reasoned that inasmuch as the ear Is able to analyze an acoustic
signal produced by two tuning forks that it must also be able to so
analyze a note produced by a single Instrument such as a flute or
organ pips. Helmholtz cited Ohm as having first laid down the rule
by which the ear analyzes acoustic signals and according to hi a
understanding of the rule, stated that
Every motion of the air, then, which corresponds to a 
composite mas9 of musical tones, is, according to Ohm's law, 
capable of being analyzed into a sum of simple pendular 
vibrations, and to each such b Ingle simple vibration 
corresponds a simple tone, sensible to the ear, and having a 
pitch determined by the periodic time of the corresponding ■ 
motion of the air,
Having so restated the law, Helmholtz Ep. 523 proceeded to
prove it by the expedient of showing that the ear does not perceive
frequency components when they are not part of an acoustic signal.
LJhether or not the components were prBBent in a signal wae
determined either by mathematical calculation or by “sympathetic
reeonance," i.e., by the use of tuned resonators which would amplify
the given component In the signal such that it would be audible, A
signal produced by a vibrating string uaB used because the
constituent frequencies of the Bound could be easily changed by tha
manner and the spot in which the string was excited, and because of
the ease in which the theoretical or experimental analysis of the
sound could be effected. !
Helmholtz used the principle of sympathetic vibration of 
other Btringa and resonators for the experimental analysis of a 
vibrating string. Ha also used the more direct approach of touching 
the string at 116 various vibrational nodsB and obearving which 
components disappeared. The reader is referred directly to 
Helmholtz [p. 52} for a fuller appreciation of the aimpliclty and 
elegance in which the frequency component composition of a vibrating 
Btrlng may be determined aimply by touching the string at its 
vibrational nodea.
By tha expedient of damping vibrating etrlnge at various
points, thereby removing the corresponding frequency components, and
then demonstrating that the ear could no longer hear that particular
frequency component, Helmholtz demonstrated that the ear analyzed
the sound Into the same components as would be analyzed by physical
analysis. Notwithstanding tha inability of the ear to recognize
among the strong components of a signal all the components
detectable with the resonators, Helmholtz concluded hi a proof with
the statement [p. 561
The ear recogn i ze9 w ithout resonators the b i m p 1e tones 
[sinusoidal components) which the resonators greatly 
reinforce, and perceives no upper partial tone [i.e., other 
frequency components) which the resonator does not indicate.
To verify this conclusion, I performed numerous experiments, 
both with the human voice and the harmonium, and they all 
con f i rmed i t.
Helmholtz not only supported Ohm’B taw but alao provided a 
physiological basis for Its operation. The basilar membrane of the 
middle ear, based on the anatomical discoveries of Corti in 1851, 
was postulated to be composed of a series of transversely stretched
fibers, each of which was resonant to a different frequency. An 
acoustic signal vibrating the membrane would consequently excite 
only those fibers which were tuned to the resonant frequency 
components in the signal. Correspond!ng Individual eenaatlona uould 
follow from the doctrine of specific nerve energies stated by Muller 
In 1836.
The Sound Quality Question
Helmholtz wa9 interested in determining why different 
musical Instruments (Including the human voice) had different sound 
qualities, e.g., that peculiar property of sound that enablee a 
listener to recognize its source. As introduced in Chapter I, 
Helmholtz showed that the only attribute of a sound to uhich quality 
could be correlated was the shape of i tB representative waveform. 
Helmholtz [p. 65) admitted that the reason for the conclusion was 
negative but proceeding from the results discussed in the laet 
section concluded that musical tones of the same quality uould 
always be composed of the same frequency components inasmuch as it 
Is the components that elicit thalr correspond Ing sensations. The 
natural question following the conclusion is to what extent the 
difference in quality can be explained by the combination of 
different components of various amplitudes.
Helmholtz was able to demonstrate through a series of 
experiments that sound quality was correlated with the weighted eum 
of frequency components constituting the sound. Helmholtz found it 
Important to note that quality is not to be confused with the 
peculiarities of how the sound begins or ends. Sounds produced by
musical instruments may build up and die away at different rates,
etc. Helmholtz further noted that even uhen a muelcal tone Is
uniformly sustained that certain noi6ee may accompany It such as the
hissing of air In wind Instruments, the rubbing of a violin bow,
etc. In light of these considerations, Helmholtz Cp. 87] defined
mualca I qua Ii tu as follows.
Uhen we speak in what foI lows of musi cal qua 1i tu of tone, we 
' shall disregard these peculiarities of beginning and ending, 
and confine our attention to the peculiarities of the 
musical tone which continues uniformly.
The Phase Rule
After investigating the musical quality of various musical 
instruments and the human voice, HelMholtz [p. 119] turned his 
attention toward determining the Importance of the phase 
relationships among the constituent frequency components to sound 
quality. It should be notsd that the sounds under 1nveetI gat 1 on 
were musical tones, I.e.. sounds which are periodic as opposed to 
irregular motions of the air such as noise. Helmholtz pursued hie 
goal by U9lng various synthesized musical tones which Imitated 
vowels to determine uhethsr or not a difference in quality was 
detectable uhen the phase was varied.
A battery of electrically driven tuning forks was used In 
the synthesis. Phase could be altered by bringing the resonance 
chamber of a given fork slightly out of tunB with the fork. Everj 
phase condition was possible ualng this technique. Placing tha 
chambers out of resonance also ueakened the sound of the fork but 
such weakening was compensated by adjusting the distance between ths
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other forks and their corresponding resonators. The same effect 
could be achieved by slightly mistuneing the forks, e.g., by adding 
drops of sealing wax to the tines. In such cases, the actual phases 
could be measured by viewing Llssajous figures by means of a 
vibration microscope (p. 126].
Helmholtz experimented with many tones with different phases 
and was never able to experience any difference In the quality of 
the tone. He found that it made no difference whether he weakened 
the constituent frequency components by detuning their resonant 
cavities, thereby shifting their phase, or by moving the resonators 
further from their forks. Helmholtz [p. 126J laid down the 
following rule as a result of these experiments!
. . . the quality of the musical portion of a compound tone 
depends solely on the number and relative strength of its 
partial simple tones, and in no respect on their differences 
of phase.
Helmholtz qualified his rule, however, with the following
restriction tp. 127)i
It must be here observed that we are speaking only of 
musical quality as previously defined. When the musical 
tone is accompanied by unmusical noises, such as jarring, 
scratching, soughing, whizzing, hissing, these motions are 
either not to be considered as periodic at all, or else 
correspond to high upper partials, of nearly the same pitch, 
which consequently form strident dissonances. Ue were not 
able to embrace these in our experiments, and hence we must 
leave it for the present doubtful whether in such 
dissonating tones difference of phase is an element of 
importance. Subsequent theoretic considerations will lead 
us to suppose that it really is.
The Validity of Ohm’s Law 
The validity of Ohm's lau has been discussed since Its first 
publication. It becomes apparent, however, in reviewing the
literature concerning the law that there are differences In opinion 
ae to what constitutes the law [See Appendix A]. It is genera 11 u 
accepted that the law pertains to the frequency analyzing ability of 
the ear. Confusion arises as to whether or not Ohm Included 
statements In his I aw pertaining to phase sensitivity or If euch 
statements were later added by Helmholtz. A careful reading of Ohm 
and Helmholtz reveals that Ohm did not conduct any experiments on 
phase or make any statements concerning phase sensitivity. Such 
statements were later added by Helmholtz as a result of hie own 
work. Goldstein (1967) giveB the interpretatI on that Helmholtz' 
phase rule complements Ohm's law in that the spectral componente one 
may "hear out" due to the Fourier analysis are phase Independent,
This report Is mainly concerned with the phase sensitivity 
question. It has been necessary, however, to consider the phase 
question up to this point in conjunction with Ohm’s law for two 
reasons. The first reason is that it was probably Helmholtz who was 
first to make a definitive statement about phase sensitivity. To 
the extent that Helmholtz demonstrated the correlation between the 
musical quality of a tone and the weighted sum of its constituent 
frequency componenta, and that thB ear analyzed the sound according 
to the tenets of Ohm's law, the work of Ohm and Helmholtz are 
Inseparably connected. The second reason for the joint 
consideration of Ohm's analytic law and Helmholtz’ phase rule Is the 
previously discussed confounding to the two.
Exceptions to Ohm's law as defined in its restricted sense 
are not directly pertinent to the thesis under consideration but
because of the long time intimacy betueen the uork of Ohm and 
Helmholtz, It mu9t be mentioned for completeness that there appear 
to be minor exceptions to Ohm's law.
Richardson (1927) has Indicated that Ohm's Iau holds fairly 
ueII for uaak sounds and that "the instances uhere It seems to be 
untrue can be explained In the main as aural illusions, that is to 
say, that their cause is psychological." Richardson stated that 
"this la not a refutation of Ohm’s lau, at least In principle, but 
may simply imply the intrusion of other simple toneB not In the 
external sound, into the quality of the note as perceived by the 
ear. “ Richardson cited subjective combination tones as an example of 
such 1ntrue ione.
Trimmer and Firestons (1337) notsd that "these empirical 
facts— the validity of Ohm’s lau at lou amplitudes and the 
exceptions at higher amplitudes—are uel I established » « , .1 
Stevens and Davis (1938) noted in reference to Ohm’s lau of 
acoustics that ", . . the ear Is in general able to detect the 
presence of componsnt frequencies In a sound-uave and to Identify 
their pitch provided they are not too numerous or too faint."
Nonaural Phase Effects
It may be generally said that the ear is not indifferent to
phase If differences in signal quality is perceived as a result of
phase modifications uithin the signal complex. Such observations of
quality change are referred to In the literature as monaural phaBe
effects, and are defined by Trimmar and Firestone (1937) as follouei
Suppose an observer listens to a combination of n objective 
tones, all having absolutely fixed frequencies, amplitudes
and phases. Let Po represent the periodic pressure wave 
made up of these tones. Let the observer be simultaneously 
presented with an exploring tone Pe--that is, a tone of 
which the frequency, the amplitude and the phase are all 
adjustabIei
Pe - A cos (2nft + 0)
If, for given Po, It is possible to find values of A and of
f such that the ear hears changes in the combined sound of
Po and Pe as 0 changes, a (monaural) Phase effect is said to
be observed. These changes in the heard sound may be of 
loudness, pitch or quality.
These authors stated that the monaural phase effect le not to be
confused with the binaural phaae effect which ia important In sound
localIzatlon.
It is possible to generalize the concept above to cover 
Instances in which the "exploring tons" is implicit in the signal 
complex rather then existing as an explicit entity as described in 
the definition above.
This definition of a monaural phaBe effect appears to be
commonly accepted in the literature. Stevene and Davis (1938)
[p. 203] stated that "those experiments in which an auxiliary tone
was made to beat with an aural harmonic prove definitely that tha
phase-relat 1 one among the harmonic components of a stimulus are
detectable, for otherwise the9e beats could not occur," I.e., the
perception of beats is a phase effect. It is not clear that only a
single mechanism accounts for the detectability of all phase
effects. Helmholtz [p. 127] apparently did not intend to use a
definition of phase sensitivity as broad as that defined by monaural
phase effects, for In reference to his phase rule, he wrotei
An apparent exception to this rule must here be mentioned. • 
If the forks B[j and b£j are not perfectly tuned as Octaves, 
and are brought into vibration by rubbing or striking, an
attentive ear ulI I observe vBry weak beate uhich appear Ilka 
small changes in the strength of the tone and its quality.
These beats are certainly connected with the successive 
entrance of the vibrating forks on varying difference of 
phase. Their explanation will be given when combinational 
tones are considered, and it will then be shewn that these 
slight variations of quality are referable to changes in the 
strength of one of the simple tones.
Beasley (1931) noted that Helmholtz considered "musical 
quality" to mean "vowel quality" and that Helmholtz did not consider 
relative changes In loudness to be variations In "musical quality." 
A b a further example, perhaps, of not wishing to c o n f o u n d  
dIscr i m i nat i on of phase sh i f ts and d 1scr i m i nat i on of amp Ii tuda 
changes, even though the amplitude changes result from phase 
modifications, Hansen and Madsen (1974) took care in their study of 
phase sensitivity to use a stimulus in which the amplitude changes 
were held constant.
Thompson'a (1877) discovery that beatB could be detected 
when Individual tones uere presented separately to each ear may be 
possible justification for restricting the definition of monaural 
phase effects to exclude amplitude changes. Rayleigh (1907) 
repeated Thompson’s experiment and received the same results. It is 
not entirely clear that such rsstrictions Bhould be placed on the 
definition of monaural phase effects but one should be aware of tha 
possibility of different classes of phase effects and different 
mechanisms to account for them. The definition of phase deafness 
appears to be subject to the Investigator’s Interpretat1 on.
In declining to classify hie "apparent" exception to the 
phase rule as a phase effect, Helmholtz Is B a l d  to have introduced a 
semantic problem. Koenig (1881) [p. 537) objected in that If tone
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quality does partly depend on the relative strength of the higher 
frequency components, and If the relative strength ia modified by 
phase, then the effect of the phase Is "actual, and not merely 
apparent."
It Ib Important to distinguish phaae effects from phase 
sensitivity. Phase effects arise from arbitrary manipulations of 
phaae, e.g., setting the phase of all frequency components to zero. 
Phase sensitivity on the other hand ia to be understood to arise 
only from phase modifications that may be effected by linear, 
stationary systems. The reason for the distinction ia that the 
phasB modifications used in the study are effected by linear* 
stationary eyBteniB.
The Validity of the Phase Rule '
It is not clear that any of the studies to be cited relevant 
to the phase sensitivity question have been explicitly designed to 
"prove" or "disprove" Helmholtz’ phase rule or 1 te exception. 
Indeed, to do so, the study would of necessity have to use the eame 
type stimulus used by Helmholtz in formulation of the rule. Some of 
the studies to be cited have used simple sinusoidal components as 
the stimulus, however, and have accordingly made reference to ths 
validity of tha phase rule or its exception.
Goldstein (1967) noted that based on Helmholtz' "definitions 
of musical and nonmuslcal sounds, hi9 inexplicit restrictions on hie 
phase rule, and hlB concept of limited frequency resolution, It Is 
clear that Ohm's lau (I.e. the phase rule! ae commonly conceived Is 
valid only for compound tones uith relatively large frequency
separations between constituent simple tona9, . . .
The Idea of "proving" or "disproving" Helmholtz* phase rule 
may not bs a valid concept as the question Is commonly approached. 
Ae noted by Licklider (1951), Helmholtz never Intended hlB rule to 
be so generally interpreted. The phase rule as defined by Helmholtz 
le almost certainly correct. A cogent objection to too heavy a 
reliance upon Its algnifIcance, however, le that it pertains only to 
a very small subset of the day-to-day signals encountered by the 
average Bar, and, inasmuch as phase can be detected as will be 
discussed in Chapter III, the rule provides little Insight into the 
operation of any phase detecting mechanism of the ear.
Significance of the Phase Sensitivity Question
The question ae to whether or not the ear is sensitive to 
phase le so poorly formed that it is of very little value. The 
I M-condltioning of the question rests entirely on the generality of 
the word "phase." A straight forward psychophysical experiment may 
be conducted to reveal uhether or not the ear la able to 
discriminate between an original acoustic signal and a phase 
modified version. Proceeding, one may conduct a second study with 
another particular type of phase modification. It is, in fact, this 
process that is represented in the review of I iterature to be cited 
In Chapter III, Given the process above, one may determine whether 
or not the ear is sensitive to a particular type of phase 
modification. The degrees of freedom in adjusting the phase in a 
given experiment, however, is without bound. Cited studies will 
show that the ear le conclusively sensitive to phase modi f 1 cat 1 one.
Inasmuch as phase le a general term, onB must conclude that If the 
ear Ib sensitive to any type of phase modification that It 1b 
sensitive to phase. This conclusion, however, Is unfortunately of 
ae I I tt I e vaIue as the quaBtlon it proposes to answer.
The author submits that, except for its hietorical value, 
the validity of the phase rule i9 of little interest. Rather than 
determine if the phase rule is valid or not, the proper approach to 
accessing the phase sensitivity of the ear is to determine In what 
way and to what extent the ear is sensitive to phase modification 
within acoustic signals and to determine the nature of the 
sensations of the sensitivity. This problem may be approached ae a 
study to determine the perceptible and tolerable limits of the ear 
to phase distortion which Is synonymous with phase changes. The 
author proposes to determine the general limits of phase sensitivity 
by using Impulses and speech sounds as stimuli in a series of 
discrimination tests. A "general" type of phase distortion based on 
a stylized analysis of phase distortion as discussed in Chapter V 
will be used to systematically modify the stimuli such that phase 
discrIminab I I Ity may be determined as functions of the parameters of 
the stylized distortion.
CHAPTER III
PERTINENT LITERATURE CONCERNING PHASE SENSITIVITY
Tha purpose of this chapter ia to revieu relevant phase
literature demonstrating that tha ear iB undoubtedly eeneltive to
phase. Vary early studies concarnlng the sensitivity of the ear to
phase have been rsvleued by Beasley (1931).
Konig, 1881, conducting experiments with a wave siren, 
concluded that tone quality is changed ui th phase 
displacement of a harmonic. Inasmuch as a uave eiren does 
not produce a fidelity reproduction of the waveform cut in 
the siren disk, however, his results are not conclusive. 
Hermann, 1894, algo U9ing a siren, concluded that phase 
diepIacementg are irrelevant and criticized Konig’e work on 
the basis that the intensity variations resulted from 
changes in the wave pattern on the Biren disk. Gray, 1899, 
using tuning forks, concluded that “the single ear can 
distinguish no difference between two phases of a simple 
pure tonei nsither can the ear distinguish a phase change 
In a complete harmony." Emile ter Kuile, 1902, using tuning 
forks to produce tertiary harmoniag in uhich one of the 
forks was slightly mistuned so as to produce slow beats, 
produced definite changea in quality, This same type of 
stimulus, I.e., one using a "floating" or continuous change 
of phase, but produced by a tone Phaser. uas used by 
Baasley In his own experiments. Lindlg, 1903, using a 
"telephone siren," concluded that tone quality was 
influenced only by beats between identical frequencies 
introduced by overtones common to different systems in 
combination. Lloyd and Agnew, 1909, using telephone 
receivers and special alternating current generators, 
concluded that quality wag not affected by phase. 
Hartrldge and Cosens, 1922, concluded that "change of phase 
affects the quality of a musical chord if its constituent 
tones are accompanied by harmonics) but uith pure tones, 
free from harmonics, change of phase does not audibly 
affect the quality of the mixed tone."
Beaeley also cited a number of authors uho theorized about phase
sensitivity but did not cite their experimental work, If any.
The type of experiment performed to acceee tha sensitivity 
of the ear to phase may be broadly classified Into two types 
depending on the intensity of the stimulus. The stimulus may be of 
weak or moderate Intensity such that the ear Is not overloaded to 
produce aural nonlinear distortion, or the stimulus may be of 
sufficient Intensity to force the ear into a nonlinear mode of 
operation. It muat be understood at the onset, however, that the 
general conBensua is that phase effects are in fact mediated by the 
non 1inearities of the ear. The ear is generally modeled as a linear 
system, driven ulth low amplitude signals. The model may be too 
simple. That tha ear is nonlinear i9 well understood; nonllnearlty 
may arise apparently from any part of the auditory system. Research 
of the type In which the stimulus intensity is certain to produce 
nonlInear distortion will be discussed first.
Chapin and Firestone (1934), In the attempt to explain 
masking, difference tone9, and certain kinds of beats, demonstrated 
that when a 108 Hertz signal, 9trong enough to produce nonlinear 
dletortion, and one of Its harmonics were presented to a listener in 
varloue relative phase conditions and intensities, that the tone 
quality and loudness were influenced significantly by the phase 
relation of the two components. The authors concluded that the ear 
distorts the Input signal so as to constructively or destructively 
combine distortion products with ths original signal,
Lewis and Larsen (1337) demonstrated phase effects with a 
difference tone of 130 Hertz generated by two frequencies of 390 and 
520 Hertz at 70 dB SPL. They measured the Intensity of a 130 Hert*
exploring tone, presented In varloUB phases, that was necessary to 
make the two component signal just noticeably louder, The pha9e 
angle at the minimal intensity at which each of the two subjects 
could detect a change varied for each subject by 120 degrees. Uhen 
the minimum phase for each subject was shifted by 180 degrees each 
subject reported the sound as being at Its softest,
Uhen the ear is forced into a nonlinear region of operation 
by a test stimulus of excessive intensity, the stimulus quality will 
vary with the onset, growth, and phase relations of the distortion 
products. Although work in this area will likely lead to further 
underetanding of the auditory Byetem and further revision of the 
theories of hearing, it Is not clear that data gathered from euch 
experiments in which the ear i9 operating in an abnormal mode will 
be directly applicable to discovering any basic phase Bensltivity 
mechanism of the ear.
Research of the type involving lower level stimuli has both 
supported and refuted the phase rule. The view that tone quality Is 
Independent of the phase relationships among the frequency 
componente of a sound had apparently become accepted by the time of 
Beasley's uork in the 1930's. Beasley (1930a) objected to this view 
In that a critical analysis of the experiments that supposedly 
supported the assertion revealed no evidence either to support or 
refute the view. In a detailed review of the experimental work of 
Helmholtz, 1877; Konig, 1881; Hermann, 1894; ter Kuile, 1902; 
LIndig, 1903; Lloyd and Agnew, 1903; and Hartridge and Coeene, 1921) 
Beasley reported that a d 1scriminab Ie change in tone quality
Invariably occurred in any ca9e in which there was a demonstrable 
phase shift. Beaeley reported that each InveBtigator reviewed 
suggested that the quality change could be explained by "assuming 
periodic re Inforcement and interference between identical 
frequencies . . . common to the two generators used aa eourcBB for 
tha fundarnsnta I bi and that the periodic variation of wavs form [e lei 
consequent upon a change in tha phase relations of the fundamentals 
is irrelevant for hearing."
Beasley objected to the explanation above because the 
interference effects were deduced from mathematical con91 derat I one 
rather than objective demonstration, because the nature of the 
variations were not described, and because acceptable proof of phase 
Irrelevance would depend on producing tha phase variations under 
conditions conducive to observing quality variations with no 
d I ecrIm1 nab Ie quality variations.
Beasley revleued factors necessary to resolve tha phase 
Independence question discussed in an earlier paper (Beasley, 
1930b). In brief, these factors include the use of test stimuli 
with maximum waveform variation, due to phase variations between two 
fundamentals, for a variety of frequency ratioB, which occur in a 
parlod of time psychologically favorable for observing the change. 
Linder these conditions, the effect of simultaneously shifting the 
phase between the fundamentals and harmonics of identical frequency 
and known magnitude should be contrasted uith the effects of holding 
the phase relation between the fundamentals constant while altering 
the phase relation between harmonics of Identical frequency. The
latter test should be done for cases in which the harmonics are 
separated by various intensity levels, and for cases in which they 
are of subthreshold magnitude. The laBt factor ie to analyze the 
effect of cyclically varying tha phase between two pure 
fundamentaIe.
Beasley determined that there were detectable monaural phaee 
effects with two pure tone stimuli with the frequency ratio 2t3 
which were made to vary slowly in their phase relationship. At a 
signal sensation level of 10 dB the changing phase conditions could 
not be discriminated any better than chance but at a sensation level 
between 25 and 30 dB 90 per cent correct d i acr i m i na 11 one uere 
possible. The subjects rsported simultaneous variations in pitch, 
quality, and pattern. Even though some subjects were able to 
eelectlvely respond to particular changes they could not agree on 
what was changing, e.g., the pitch, loudness, etc.
Steinberg (1930) conducted experiments with all-paes eyetema 
with monotonicaI Iy increasing phase character IBtIce to determine the 
effect of dispersion on articulation. Steinberg concluded that the 
major consequence of delay distortion was, in effect, to reduce the 
band pasB of the transmission system by preventing the delayed 
frequency bands from contributing to articulation.
The experimental uork of Schouten (19391 Ib probably the 
most recent reporting to support Helmholtz’ phaee rule and to 
demonstrate that the qualification to the rule ie unnecessary, 
Schouten described an apparatus used in the synthesis of sound. 
Paper etenclle representing singls periods of two waveforms ware
placed between a light source and a photoelectric cell. A rotating 
disk containing radial slits, placed between the stencils and 
photoelectric cell, was used to vary the light flux Incident to the 
cell ae a time function of tha desired waveforms. Schouten used 
this device to investigate, among other things, the influence of 
phase on sound perception and nonlinear dietortion in the ear. As a 
result of adjusting the relative phase of the two stencils and 
listening to the combined signal, Schouten reported that "it was 
never possible to discern any Influence of phase on sound 
perception" except in the special case when nonlinear dietortion 
occurred in the ear.
Schouten pointed out that the device could not be 
practically appllod to shift the phase of a large number of 
components, notwithstanding the importance of determining the 
validity of Helmholtz* rule for waveforms with a large number of 
componente. Schouten used four 20-component waveforms with 
different phases to test phase sensitivity for cases with many 
components. Schouten Btated that "it was found that these four 
totally different wave forms [si cl were quite indistinguishable as 
to their sound impression," which he held to confirm Helmholtz* rule 
for the extreme case of waveforms with many harmonic components. As 
a practical consequence, Schouten etated that one may confine 
hlmBelf to the measurement of harmonic Intensities without regard to 
phase In the determination of nonlinear distortion.
(lathes and til I ler (1947), using modulation technlquee to 
produce essentially a three component signal, determined that the 
envelope shape of a steady complex signal was important in audibln 
perception. The sensations of roughness or smoothness were found tu 
be Influenced by the envelope shape of the uaveform. The ehape was 
also found to be related to a sensation of apparent pitch. 
Differences in sensation could be produced by changing the phase of 
only a single frequency component or a group of components. The 
authors reported that their results provide general verification of 
the qualification placed by Helmholtz on hie phase rule. The 
authors also noted that their results emphasized the importance of 
time factors in auditory perception.
Flanagan (1950, 1951) studied the effects of delaying or 
advancing one frequency band relative to the rest of the spectrum on 
speech articulation and quality. He determined that speech 
Intelligibility wae impaired with advances or delays of 
approximately one-quarter second when the advanced or delayed band 
uas near the center of tha spectrum.
Llckllder (1957) determined that changes in the phase 
relations of a 15-component complex signal were discrimi nab I e and in 
some instances sufficient to be of importance in music. It wias 
found that, in general, changing a high-frequency component produced 
more effect than changing a Iou-frequency component,
Schroeder (1359) also found a variety of subjective effects 
as a result of varying the phase relationship in a complex acoustic 
stimulus. The signal contained up to 31 harmonics, A strong
dependence of the quality on the “peak factor" uas found to ex let. 
Some adjustment of phases produced distinct tones which enabled one 
to play simple melodies.
Craig (19G1), and Craig and Jeffreee (1962) demonstrated 
monaural phase effects using stimuli consisting of a 260 Hertz 
fundamental and its harmonic at various intensities and phaee 
relations. These authors noted that previous studies tended to use 
complicated stimuli which increased the difficulty of finding a 
physiological explanation for the phase effects. The authore 
reported striking Individual differences among subjects In their 
responses. A etlmulus which was consistently Judged hlghsr In 
pitch, louder, or purer by one subject was Just as consistently 
judged lower', softsr, or Ib s b  pure by another.
Schroeder (1966) has pointed out that phase is a relatively 
minor factor In monaural Iy presented speech signals. There ie some 
influence on speech quality when the sound Is presented over 
earphones but there i9 probably no effect on intelligibility. 
Schroeder alBo noted that phase distortions corresponding to delay 
distortions' exceeding BO milliseconds will modify the short-time 
spectrum and will be consequentially detectable ae a reverberant 
speech quality. With sufficiently large delays, the speech can be 
made unintelligible.
Goldstein (1967) studied the relation of monaural phase 
perception to limited auditory frequency resolution. Using 
modulation techniques to produce the stimuli, the author was able to 
demonstrate that phase effects disappear for stimulus banduidtha
greater than a value proportional to the critical bandwidth of the 
carrier frequency.
An Indirect verification of the sensitivity of the ear to 
phase has been provided by Allen (1972), who has successful ly 
removed the characteristic buzz from synthetic speech by randomizing 
the phase of contiguous spectral componente.
Haneen and Madsen (1974) showed that the ear was able to 
detect phase changes without amplitude changes. The authors also 
noted that phase detectability was increased when loudspeakers 
having poor transfer character I at i ca were used aa the stimulus 
transducer.
In summary, a number of studies have been discussed 
pertinent to the phase sensitivity of the ear uith the consensus 




A major thrust of the current research, b b  Introduced In 
Chapter 1, has been the development and application of digital 
techniques to psychophysical research. Many earlier investigators 
of the phase sensitivity question had to rely on mechanical, 
electromechanical, or electrical analog devices with the result that 
only simple stimuli could be produced and accurately controlled. 
The computer makes the study under discussion feasible because it 
makes possible the efficient and accurate generation of the complex 
stimuli called for in the design of the experiment.
It would be difficult, If not impossible, to use analog 
equipment to generate the required stimuli. Even if an analog 
approach were taken, the signals would only be approximate. 
Approximations would at best introduce errors into the study. The 
study requires the facility of exactly specifying the phase 
characteristics of a signal and of systematically modifying them eo 
ae to probe a complex hearing phenomenon.
The purpose of the present chapter is not only to discuss 
the psychophysical methods relevant to this particular study but to 
discuss also the general instrumentation of such studies on a large 
scale digital computer. This goal will be approached by first 
discussing the theory of linear systems and the extension of the
theory to discrete systems. Computer terminology and conceptB must 
of necessity be used throughout the discussion. Readers unfamiliar 
with computers are referred to Appendix B.
Ths Analysis of Linear Systems 
The analysis of linear aystems had been diecussed by 
PapouI Is (1962), GuiIlemin (1963), and others. In review* a 
physical system may be analyzed by studying the relationship between 
the input to the system, f (x), and the output, g(x). Thie 
relationship, illustrated in Figure 1, may be expressed 
mathemat i caI Iy as
S [f(x)] - g(x), (1)
where S la a transformation of f (x) into g(x).
f (x) g (x)
b
Figure 1. Representation of a physical system.
The system is completely characterized if the output for any 
Input is known. In general, however, determining the output for any 
conceivable Input le a formidable, If not impossible, task unless 
certain simplifying constraints are imposed on the system. A system 
1s said to be IInaar If
Ltf (x) + f (xn - LCf (x)l + LCf (x)] - g <x) + g (x) (2)
1 2  1 2  1 2 .
L [c f (x) ] - c Ltf(x)] - c g(x) (3)
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for all inputs, f(x), and constants, c. L symbolizeB the linearity 
property. Property (2) ie called superp09 i t i on. which indicates 
that L processes the additive inputs as if they uere processed 
separately and then added. Property (3) is called sea Ieab i I I tu. 
which indicates that the outputs are scaled in correspondence with 
the Inputs. The mathematical operations represented in (2) and (3) 
are vector addition and scalar multiplication.
Another simplifying property i B  that of B t a t  i onar i tu. A 
system Is stationary if
S Cf(x - xo)3 - g (x - xo), (A)
which Is to say that the output for a given input uill be 
independent of a shift in the independent variable. The property of 
stationarlty is more properly termed t i me i nvarIance when the 
independent variable ie time.
It can be shoun that a system uhlch has been doubly 
constrained to be both linear and stationary can be completely 
specified by a single function, h(x), the i mpuIse response of the 
system. The impulse response is the output of a system when its 
input le an Impulse, d(x).
L[d(x)3 ■ h(x) (5)
As approximate sxatnpleB of impulse responses one may tap hie 
cheek as the articulators are set to produce various vowels. The 
oral cavity forms a physical system which uhen struck produces a
3b
character IBtIc pressure uave at the mouth corresponding to the given
uave uhlch approximates Its impulse response, Theee samples are 
only approximate because the systems are not excited uith true 
Impulses, uhlch by definition are infinitely sharp.
to the strength of the impulse; the stronger the imputes, the 
greater the response.
amplitude of the uaveform at the individual points to uhich they 
temporal ly correspond. Each impulse sequentially applied to the 
Input of a physical system uould cause the system to respond by 
generating an Impulse response scaled in accordance with the pouer 
of the impulse. Inasmuch as the impulse response to a given impulse 
may not have died auay before the next impulse is applied, the 
output uill consist of the algebraic sum of each sequentially 
produced and scaled response.
vouel. Striking one’s desk results in the production of a sound
The magnitude of the impulee response uill be proportional
A given Input signal may be conceptualized ae a sequence of
infinitely narrou impulses whose individual pouer corresponds to the
The process described above Ib called convoIut1 on. The
Input function is said to be convolved uith the impulse response to






The equations show that the order of convolution is immaterial. It 
should be noted that the convolution integral applies only to 
linear, stationary systems.
Convolution is only one approach to the analysis of linear, 
stationary systems. In convolution, the input is broken up into 
"slices," the output determined for each slice, and the I n d i v i d u a l  
outputs sumed to form g(x). The summing process is difficult 
because scaled and temporally displaced copies of the impulse 
response must be algebraically added. The Fourier Integral Ib 
important In the analysis of linear, stationary systems because of 
the ease with which the output may be determined. As introduced, 
the Fourier transform converts a time domain representation of a 
waveform into a frequency domain representation. The Fourier 
integral transform is defined mathematically as
00
• j wx
F (u) - I f(x)e dx. (8)
00
F(w) is in general complex. The units of u are radians per unit of 
x • Although the Fourier transform does not exist for all functions, 
It will for those functions of interest to this thesis. The Inverse 
Fourier integral transform is given by
oo




To appreciate the application of the Fourier integral to
system analysis, one must realize that if the input to a system is 
jux
an exponential e , then the output will also be an exponential*
but scaled In proportion to the input.
jux j U K
L (e ) - ke - g (x) (10)
The propor11onaI Ity constant, k, is in general complex and Is 
usually symbolized H(u). The proportionaIity constant Is 
represented In both polar and rectangular coordinates in (11).
j0(u)
H(u) - A (u) e - R(u) + jX(u) (11)
H(w) is the Fourier transform of the impulse response, h(x), and is 
called the sustem function.
00/ -juxh (x)e dx (12)00
With F(u) the Fourier transform of f(x) and G(u) the Fourier 
transform of g(x) It can be 9houn that
G(u) - F(u) H(u), (13)
uhich 18 to say that in the frequency domain the output of a linear 
system Is the product of the Input and the system function. The 
value of the Fourier transform in analysis can be seen from (13); 
the Fourier transform maps convolution into multiplication. The 
added cost of such analysis is tuo foruard transforms and one 
Inverse transform.
The Discrete Fourier Transform and 
Discrete Linear Systems1 
Computers are only able to process numbers or symbol6 
because of their inherently discrete nature. Symbolic processing ie 
of little use in signal processing, houever, because signals of 
interest generally have no known representatIve formull. It Is 
consequently necessary to represent continuous signals as though 
they were discrete. Di screte funct i ons may be represented within 
computer memory, inasmuch 39 such functions are defined only at 
discrete values of the independent variable, by simply storing 
sequential values of the function in contiguous memory locations. 
Shannon has bridged the gap between the representation of continuous 
function as discrete function by showing that continuous functions 
may be sampled, i.e., measured at discrete intervals of time, 
without loss of information, provided that the sampling rate is 
greater than twice the frequency of the highest frequency component 
within the function.
In addition to discretely representing signals of interest, 
It is also necessary to develop discrete forme of the Fourier 
transforms such that the properties of the transforms may be 
applicable to digital signal processing. The Fourier transform of a 
discrete function, called the di screte Four i er transform (DFT) must 
not only be a discrete function itself, but also be bounded euch
It Is difficult to exercise much originality in a conclee 
discussion of discrete linear systems due to the ever increasing 
number of references on the subject. This particular introduction 
to discrete systems follows partially from the work of Cole (1973).
that It may be represented in the computer.
It is Instructive to note in regard to the development of 
the DFT that It may be shown that the transform of a periodic 
waveform 1b discrete uhersas the transform of an aperiodic waveform 
Is continuous. Inasmuch as the DFT of a discrete function muet a I so 
be discrete, It logically follows that the function and Its 
transform must also bs periodic. Cole (1973) haB noted that many of 
the problems encountered in digital signal processing are due to the 
failure to remember the periodicity of the DFT and ite Inverse.
Rablner and Schafer (1989). in an approach to the 
development of the DFT, first developed the so called Z-transform of 
a discrete, aperiodic function. By the properties Juet introduced, 
the Z-transform mu9t be both periodic and continuous. The 
Z-transform Is sampled to produce a periodic, discrete function, 
which is taken to be the DFT.
Let f be a discrete periodic function of period N* The DFT 
J








The complex expression e is the principal Nth root of unity
and Is often abbreviated as U.






Signal processing became practical in 19G5 with the 
development of the Fa3t Four i er transform (FFT) by Cooley and Tukey. 
The FFT la a very efficient algorithm for computing the DFT and ae 
such does not represent a different type of transform. The 
computation time required to compute the DFT of an N sample function 
Is proportional to N squarsd. Ths FFT iB able to perform the same 
transform by eliminating redundant calculations through matrix 
factorization In a time proportional to N log N, a Bpeed up of N / 
log N.
A dIscrete Ii near sustem is one which haB discrete functions 
as Its Input, output, and impulse response. Discrete linear eyeteme 
also have the properties of superposition and ecaIeabiIity. If the 
system Is also stationary, Its Input and output will be related by 
d.1 aerate aperiodic convolution, which is defined mathematically ae
CO
g - f h . (17)
J ' K J-K
K—«
A second kind of discrete convolution le per 1od 1 c . or 
C_] rcuIar convoIu t i on. The circular convolution of tuo periodic 




V ,  h . (18)
K J-K
K-0
It should be noted that f, h, and g all have the same period, N.
The circular convolution is related to the DFT in that It 
can be shown that if F, H, and G are the respective discrete Fourier 
transforms of f, h, and g that
G - F H . ' (19)
< K K
Mo 91 real world signals are generally aperiodic. 
Consequently, in order to use the DFT for practical signal 
processing, it io necessary to implement an aperiodic convolution 
with a periodic convolution, Stockham (19GG, 19G9) has diecussed 
such a method. The proce99 basically involves appending enough 
zeros to f and h 90 as to give them the same period and to ensure 
that the resulting period is at least greater than one less than the 
sum of the original number of samples in f and h. Since the length 
of the aperiodic convolution of f and h i9 one less than the sum of 
the number of samples in each, the results of the periodic 
convolution will be periodic but will represent the aperiodic 
convolution of f and h.
Stimulus Recording, Storage, and Playback
Digital techniques were used to record the speech sounds 
used in this study. The sounds were spoken by a male speaker, 33 
years of age, who was judged by the author to have good voice 
quality, into a one-inch B and K condenser microphone. The 
electrical signal was amplified, low-pass filtered at 4 kHz, and 
sampled at 10,000 samples per second with 14-bit resolution. The 
samples were stored packed two samples per word on disk.
The disk, ae a mass storage device, only allows data to be 
addressed, i.e., referenced, in blocks of 128 words. The processed 
signals used as stimuli in the study, however, are not necessarily 
integral number of blocks in duration. Development of a disk aud i o 
file sustem incidental to the study was consequently not only 
expedient but necessary because of the required control of signal 
onset and duration, and because of the need to reference quickly a 
large number of signals throughout the study.
The audio file system facilitated the storage and retrieval 
of audio data on disk by automating the bookkeeping associated with 
storage and retrieval such as the location and duration of the data 
on disk, the sampling frequency, etc. The system was implemented by 
storing a directory image on a reserved portion of the disk. The 
directory image contains slots for 1023 file headers, which in turn, 
contain slots for the sampling frequency, beginning block location, 
file length, and date of file creation. A particular file is 
referenced by a number between 1 and 1023, which corresponds to the 
file header slot in the directory image. Rather than request X
words out of V blocks beginning at block Z. the file ayetem allowa 
one simply to request the data by specifying the file number. The 
system automatically lookB up "free space" on disk whenever a new 
file le created so as to a I I ou one to store data e 1 mp I y by 
specifying the file number under which the data le to be stored.
The following example Ib given to demonstrate the file 
system in use and to discuss signal playback. Suppoee one wished to 
replay signal X. The Bignal would be specified in the user's 
program. The file system would read the directory Image from disk 
and look up the associated bookkeeping data from the appropriate 
slot in the directory image. Enough blocks of audio data would then 
be read from disk into contiguous memory locations to include the 
entire audio signal. The clock in the digitaI-to-anaIog converter 
would be set from other data in the file header. The computer would 
then be Instructed to output the correct number of samples from the 
word addressable memory to the dig1taI-to-anaIog converter.
The Bignale from the digitaI-to-anaIog converter are 
low-paee filtered at 4 kHz and amplified for presentation through 
high quality headphones.
Filters and Stimulus Preparation 
FllterB are linear systems In which the amplitude A(w) and the 
phaee B(u) are both functions of frequency. The system function of 
a filter may be represented mathematically aB
-J0(w)
H(w) - A (w)e (20)
where 0(w) Is Known as the phase eh i ft or phase I aa function, and ie 
defined aa -0(w) uhere 0(w) is the phase of the system.
The at i mull peculiar to this study are prepared by 
processing standard stimuli with a filter whose phase characterl8tIc 
Ib that of the desired phase modification. It le desired that only 
tha phaee be modified bo the amplitude character IBtIc of the filter 
le eet to unity. Such filters are called a I I-oa39 f i I ter a and may 
be represented as iI lustrated in Figure 2.
Amp Ii tude Phase
Figure 2. Amplitude and phase characteristics of a 
generalized all-paas system.
A systematic investigation of phase sensitivity depends on a 
systematic variation of the phase function. The phase modification 
of choice in this study is to systematically delay various frequency 
bands within the stimuli. The parameters of the phase modification 
Include center frequency (FC), bandwidth (BUI) , and time delay (TD) . 
The Idealized delay character IstIc of the system used to achieve the 
phase modification Is illustrated in Figure 3.
It may not immediately be evident that the type of phaBS 
modification Bhown In Figure 3 can generally represent phase 
distortion. It will be shoun In Chapter V, however, that any phaee
r I  .
dietortion will cause frequency component delay. The eyetematic 
variation of a phaee function Incidental to Investigating phase 
sensitivity may be more easily conceptualized in reference to the 
parameters of the delay. The idealized parameters of center 
frequency, bandwidth, and time delay may be utilized for systematic 








Figure 3. Delay characteristic of the system used In 
phase modification of signals to be investigated, showing 
center frequency (FC), bandwidth (BU), and time delay (TD) 
as parameters.
Usually in the study of phase, a discussion of the delay 
property follows from the analysis of phase distortion as will be 
done in Chapter V. It is more convenient to the development of the 
present discussion, however, to introduce delay before formally 
discussing phase distortion.
The stimuli used in this study were prepared by convolving, 
I.e., filtering, selected source stimuli with appropriate filters 
designed to introduce the required distortion. A digitally 
Implemented high-speed convolution algorithm (Stockham, 1969) was 
used uhich was based on multiplication of the DFT’s of the stimuli 
and filter as shown by (13).
4G
Frequency (Radians/Sec)
Figure 4. Idealized phase characteristic of the 
system to be investigated.
Fi I ter 0e3i gn
The all-pas9, phase modifying filters used In this study 
were designed by the so called Five T* s method. The filters are of 
the non-recurs 1 ve type which is to say that they are digitally 
Implemented to function In the frequency domain. Using the Five T'o 
method, a desired phase characteri9tic ie first specified In the 
frequency domain. It should be remembered that the specified phaee 
characteristic is discrete but it is convenient to represent the 
character I etic graphically as if it were continuous, as illustrated 





Figure 5. Frequency domain representation of the 
idealized all-pass system to be designed.
It Is natural to specify the desired phase character i at I c in 
polar coordinates Inasmuch as it is in polar coordinates that tha 
effects of the characteristic are conceptualized. The DFT 
algorithm, however, requires that the data be represented In 
rectangular coordinates so the next step is to convert to the 
rectangular coordinate system. The data is next transformed (Tl) to 
the time domain by the inverse DFT to produce the impulse response 
of the filter. The time domain representation is guaranteed to be 
real If the magnitude Is specified to be even and the phase to be 
odd as Illustrated in Figure 5.
Another peculiarity of digital signal processing ie that the 
impulse response of the desired filter may be too long to be 
contained In the computer’s memory. Inasmuch as the memory elze of 
the computer Is finite, the Impulse response must be truncated (T2). 
To reduce the traumatic effects of an abrupt truncation, the impulse 
response is w i ndowed. i.e., taylored (T3), so as to turn it on and 
off smoothly. The modified impulse response is saved tentatively on 
disk for possible later use in signal processing the various test 
stimuli. The Impulse response is transformed (T4) back to the 
frequency domain by the inverse discrete Fourier transform, 
converted to polar coordinates, and then compared, i.e., tested 
(T5), against the originally specified characteristic. The impulse 
response is retained for later use in processing the test stimuli if 
the characteristic of the approximated filter is close enough to the 
specified ideal filter.
Digital and Analog Equipment
A M  digital and analog equipment required for the study was 
available to the author through the Sensory Information Processing 
Group (SIPG), with which the author is associated at the University 
of Utah. The main computer facility Includes a single-user P0P-10 
computer with 84 K of 3G-bit words, a PDP-10 time-sharing computer 
with 19S K of words for program preparation and debugging, and all 
associated computer peripherals. All audio equipment, including 
filters, amplifiers, tape recorders, etc., Is of the highest 
professional quality. Included In the SIPG facilities le a large 
sound isolated "quiet room" in which test signals were recorded and 
the psychophysical listening tests were conducted.
Manipulation of the audio signals was facilitated by use of 
a general purpose audio console designed and fabricated by the SIPG 
staff engineer (Uarnock, 1973). The audio system consists of a 
modular set of high quality amplifiers, filters, attenuators, and 
signal generators that may be plugged into the console cabinet. The 
cabinet contains a common power supply. Signal routing le handled 
through BNC connectors on the front of each module. Various 
grounding configurations among the modules, cabinet chaesis, and 
earth-ground are provided by means of switches so as to minimize hum 
and noise uithin the system.
The variable gain amplifier modules allow continuous gain 
adjustments from -40 to +20 dB over a frequency range from DC to 50 
kHz.
The selectable low-pass filter module allows switch 
selection of one of four TT Electronics (Model J77A) low-pas6 
filters with 3 dB cutoff frequencies of 4 kHz, 7 kHz, 10 kHz, and 15 
kHz. ThB attenuator module is patterned after the HP model 3500 and 
allows attenuation up to 110 dB in 1 dB steps. The 
d I gItaI-to-anaIog converter has 16-bit resolution with an output 
voltage range of 20 Volts. The output of the converter ie 
attenuated 17 dB to avoid overloading the low-pass filter, filtered 
at 4000 Hertz, and then amplified to drive the headphones. The 
low-paee filter Introduces a loss of 5 dB. No calibration data was 
available for the Koss PR0-4A headphones used throughout the study.
The signaI-to-noise ratio of the amplifiers and filters is 
greater than 100 dB. The total harmonic distortion of the 
amplifiers is Ies9 than 86 dB. The arrangement of the equipment is 
Illustrated in Figure G.
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Figure S. Equipment arrangement for discrimination testing of 
d I spers i on.
Psychophysical Methods
Psychophysical testing of phase Is difficult because of the 
nature of the required discrimination task, uhich is the detection 
of changes in sound quality. Various factors Influence the 
cognitive process of assigning a metric to the quality of an 
experience, some of which may be quite independent of the presence 
or Intensity of the various physical dimensions of the event under 
consideration.
Listeners generally have little difficulty in assigning 
values to single dimensional events such as to sound frequency or 
Intensity. The dlscrlminabi11ty of sound quality, however, ie more 
difficult because of the mu 11i-dimensionaIity of the factors that 
influence the psychological evaluation of the event. The detection 
problem may be further complicated by the possibility that different 
aural mechanisms account for different aspects of phase sensation.
The psychophysical method U B e d  in determining the 
sensitivity of the ear in this study was that of constant at i mu Ii In 
uhich a direct comparison was required between a standard stimulus 
and a number of phase modified variants of the stimulus. 
Notwithstanding the difficulty of establishing a criterion for phase 
changes, listeners were Instructed to make phase change 
discriminations in the series of experiments to be discussed by 
responding to "any difference in the way two stimuli sounded" uhen 
presented together as a stimulus pair.
A signal comparison testing program was written by the 
author that randomly presents a number of audio file pairings to a
listener for discrimination. The audio file numbers of the filee to 
be paired are specified in a command list so as to make the testing 
program as general as possible. For example, If audio file 103 and 





A random-like number generator is used uithin the testing 
program to randomize the command list and consequently the order of 
the signal pair presentation. The number of times the testing 
program randomizes and executes the command list may be set by a 
program parameter. The temporal spacing betueen the signals of the 
pair le also adjustable.
The signal pairs uere presented to each listener during the 
course of a test through high quality headphones at "average 
conversational speech levels." Uith each presentation of a signal 
pair, the listener uas required to respond either by depressing a 
"same" or "different" key on the computer terminal depending on 
uhether or not the signals sounded the same or different. The 
testing program records the listeners responses and provides a 
statistical reduction of the data at the conclusion of the test.
CHAPTER V
THE ANALYSIS OF PHASE DISTORTION
It ui II be helpful to review the relation between phase 
characterlat ice and phase distortion as obtained by analytical 
methods before discussing experimental results. Phase modifications 
are secured by processing a signal, f(t), with a phase modifying 
system. The absolute phase characteristic of fit) Is of no interest 
except to the extent that it joins in the definition of f(t). The 
phase character i et le of interest is that of the phaee modifying 
system which 1s represented In the modified signal, g(t), as the 
phase difference between g(t) and f C t). It is consequently 
convenient to discuss the phase characteristic of the modifying 
system, H(w), as the phase characteristic of interest.
Characteristics of a Distortionless System 
Following the development of Papoulis (19G2) , a 
distortionless filter is one whose output, g(t), to an arbitrary 
Input, f(t), has the same form as the input. Noting that ecallng or 
delaying a signal does not change its form, the input-output 
relationship of a distortionless filter may be written
g (t) - Af(t - to). (21)
The system may be analyzed using the Fourier integral traneform.
- jwto
With G(w) the transform of g (t) and e F(w) the transform of
f (t - to), then
-jwto
G(u) - Ae F(w). (22)
Following from (13), the system function of a distortionless eyetem 
le given by
-jwto
H(w) ■ Ae , (23)
from which the amplitude is seen to be constant and the phaee 
I inear.
A(w) ■ A 0 (h ) - -jwto (24)
The eyetem le said to be amp Ii tude di 9torted if A(w) ie not conetant 
and Phase dlstorted if 0(w) is not linear.
It may be observed from (24) that the time, t, by which the 
eystem delays the input is given by
to - 0(u)/u - d/dw 0(w), (25)
which Is to say that distortionless systems act only to delay the 
Input signal by an amount equivalent to the slope of the phase 
character i et 1 c. If 0(w) is in radians and w - 2 f, where f ie 
frequency in Hertz, the delay uill be in 9econd9.
Interpretation of Phase Distortion •
Phase distortion occurs uhen a 9ystem fails to maintain or 
ehlfte the phase relations among the frequency componente of an 
applied signal. Consider first the effect of adding a conetant
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phase, 0, to the phase characteriatic. Letting A(u) - 1, a 
distortionless filter la represented by
- Juto
H(u) - e (2G)
as developed in the previous section. Adding the conetant phase, 0, 
gl vea
a j(0-uto) J0 -Juto j0
H(u) - e - e e - e H (u) , (27)
uhich le to eay that shifting the phaee character 1 etic by a conetant 
phase ie equivalent to multiplying the system function by a complex 
constant. Lane (1930) and Steinberg (1930) have carried the 
interpretation further. Since
J0
e - c o b  0 J ain 0, (28)
and noting that 0(u) is an odd function, tha phase shifted output 
may be considered to be the sum of tuo parts. The first part is a 
fidelity copy of the input signal, f(t), scaled in amplitude by 
coa 0 and delayed by to. The second part results from shifting all 
the components of f(t) by TT/2, scaling by sin 0, and then delaying 
by to.
Tuo special cases should be noted. If 0 is 0 or an even
J0
multiple of Tf then e - 1 ,  uhich la equivalent to a dl etort lonl ess
J0
system. If 0 le an odd multiple of Tf then e - -1, uhich 1b 
equivalent to a distortionless Bystem uith reversed output. In 
either special case there is no distortion, only a delay.
In conclusion, the slope and y-lntercspt components of a 
linear phase function correspond respectively to a distortionless 
delaj and a distortion producing constant phase addition resulting 
from the constant phase addition. It is convenient to conceptualize 
the turn components as causing sequential operations in linear 
systems. I.e., a delay followed by a distortion.
Distortion Following from Nonlinear .
Phase Characteristics 
Steinberg (1930) analyzed the effect of phase distortion 
resulting from curved phase character 1stics by considering such 
character 1stIcs to be limiting cases of characteristics made up of a 
number of straight lines. Each line approximates the curved 
character i st I c for a given frequency range, a w .  The frequency 
components in each range will be subjected to a delay and distortion 
as previously discussed and illustrated in Figure 7,
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Figure 7, Curved phase characteristic segment approximated by a 
straight I Ins. The slope of the line represents the temporal delay 
of the frequency band and tha Y-intsrcept the constant delay. •
It should be apparent when considering the effect of a 
curved phase character!stle on the whole Input signal that each band 
Is delayed differently than i t s adjacent bands so as to spread out 
the signal on the time scale. The signal is said to be dI soersed. 
Each band of frequencies, £u, is delayed relative to the minimum 
elope of the phase characteristic. The relative delay hae been 
defined by Steinberg as deIau dlatortIon.
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CHAPTER VI
SENSITIVITY TO DISPERSION IN IMPULSES
The purpose of the experiments described and discussed in 
this chapter uaB to determine the discriminabiIity between an 
impulse and impulses in uhich a band of frequency components are 
delayed. An Impulse is an inf initesimally short signal in uhich all 
frequency components are present at equal amplitudes. Impulses were 
chosen as interesting stimuli because they appear to be among the 
simplest stimuli possible Inasmuch as their spectra are of constant 
amplitude. It is not unreasonable to assume that the psychophysical 
data derived from tests using more simple stimuli may be more easily 
analyzed than data derived from those tests using more complex 
stimuli such as speech. Such data may lead to more direct insights 
Into the nature of phase diecriminabiIity. The insights derived 
using simple stimuli may aid in the analysis of data derived from 
testa utilizing the more complex stimuli.
Sensitivity of Three Subjects to 
' Dispersion In Impulses
The intent of the first experiment was to ascertain the 
discriminabiIity of three subjects between an impulse and impulses 
in which a band of frequency components are delayed. The manner in 
which a given impulse used as a stimulus in the experiment was 
modified has been discusssd in Chapter IV. In brief, a standard
Impulse is processed 9 0 as to delag a band of its constituent 
frequency components, the independent variables of interest being 
center frequency, banduidth and temporal extent of the delay. The 
center frequency in the present experiment, however, uas held 
constant at 500 Hertz. Four values of banduidth and four of delay 
uere selected so as to teBt dlscrlminabiIity as a function of 18 
unique combinations of banduidth and delay. The banduidths Included 
100, 200, 400 and 800 Hertz. The delays Included 0.0625, 0.125, 
0.25 and 0.5 milliseconds. Sixteen phase modified Impulees uere 
prepared according to the prescribed schedule as stimuli for the 
experi ment.
The experiment consisted of administering 16 individual 
testa to each of the three subjects so as to obtain a phase 
dlscrlminabiI Ity estimate for each of the scheduled phaee 
conditions. Each test consisted of a sequential presentation of 
stimulus pairs, The subjects uere required to make a forced choice 
decision as to whether or not the stimuli of a given test pair uere 
the "same" or "different." Either stimulus of the pair could be the 
standard Impulse (SI) or a phase modified variant of the impulse 
(S2) so as to generate four unique stimulus pair types, I.e., Sl-Sl, 
S1-S2, S2-S1 and S2-S2. Ths probability of occurrence of each type 
uas equal eo as to represent a rectangular distribution. This 
Bcheme uaB adopted to average out any experimental bias. 
One-hundred stimulus pairs uere presented in each test.
Three female speech pathology Btudents uith normal hearing 
and of 21 to 23 years of age Berved as subjects. The etlmull uere
presented monaurally to the subject's left ear at a "low" sensation 
level of approximately 30 to AO dB. The intra-stimulus duration 
betuesn stimuli of the pair waa approximately 700 milliseconds. The 
I nter-stImulua duratIon uas 500 ml I Iiseconds. I.e., 500 milliseconds 
elapsed after the subject’s response and the automatic onset of the 
next stimulus pair.
The subjects were sequentially tested at the same phase 
condition for each of the 18 tests. The test order was randomized. 
This approach was taken because It was not initially certain that 
the range of values selected for the independent variables would be 
of interest for all subjects. The approach allowed modification of 
the variable values without detriment to the experiment. The loss 
sustained by the experiment because of this approach, however, was 
the loss of absolutely identical testing conditions for each of the 
tests inasmuch ae the formal testing period required three testiny 
sessions over as many days. The subjects received three training 
session prior to formal testing.
The test results for each of the three subjects are 
tabulated In Table 2 (Appendix C) and are illustrated in Figures 8 
and 9. The results of the study are Interesting but not overly 
surprising. The data when plotted as a function of delay as shown 
In Figure 8 Indicate a definite dependence of discrIm1 nabiI Ity on 
delay for a given bandwidth. It is not clear from a cons) derat Ion 
of the data plotted as a function of bandwidth as shown in Figure 9 
that there Is a significant increase in dlBcriminabl I i ty with 
bandwidth for a given delay.
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Figure 8 . Di scr i m i nabi I i ty of subjects AK, MF and PA between an 
impulse and phase modified impulses plotted as a function of delay 
with bandwidth as parameter. Center frequency of the delayed band 















Figure 9. Dlecrlminab 1 11ty of subjects AK, MF and Pi 
Impulse and phaBe modified impulses plotted sb 
banduidth with delay as parameter. Center frequency o 
band Is 500 Hertz.
between an 
a function of 
the delayed.
The only elmllarltg among the subjects le an increase In 
dl scr Iminabi It ty uith banduidth at a delay of 0.25 ml I 11 seconds. 
The curves appear relatively flat otherwise except for a dip In the
0.5 millisecond curve for subject MF and PA at different banduidths, 
and a peak in the 0.125 curve for subject MF.
A convenient statistic for Indicating the ability to 
dlscriminats Ib half way betueen chance and perfect performance,
1.e., the 0.75 discrimination score. The subjects are able, in 
general, to respond to delays in impulses of betueen 0.125 and 0.5 
ml I I I seconds uhlch are, apparently, relatively Independent of 
banduidths greater than 100 Hertz.
Sensitivity to Dispersion in impulses 
as a Function of Intensity
The test stimuli used In the experiment just discussed were 
presented at a lou level to prevent possible overloading and 
BubssquBnt distortion In the headphones. It Is not Impossible that 
the stimulus Isvel uas so lou that the stimuli could not be heard 
adequately to provide valid discriminations.
A second experiment uas conducted to test the effect of 
Intensity on dlscriminabi11ty. A standard Impulse uas paired uith a 
phase modified impulse of 500 Hertz center frequency, 400 Hertz 
banduidth and 0.25 millisecond delay at three Intensity levels. The 
intensity levels uere 6 dB belou the level used In the last 
experiment, at the level used in the last experiment, and 6 dB above 
the level used in the last experiment. The testing design and 
conditions uere otherwise Identical to the experiment Juet
discussed. Tha test results are tabulated in Table 3 (Appendix C) 
and are Illustrated In Figure 10. Tha discrimination scores mag be 
observed to be definitely related to' intensity.
RELATIVE INTENSITY (DB)
Figure 10. Dl scriminabi I i ty of subjects AK, NF and PA between an 
Impulse and phase modified impulses plotted as a function.of 
intensity. The parameters are 500 Hertz center frequency, 400 Hertz 
banduidth and 0.25 milliseconds delay.
To test discr1minabiIity at higher sensation I eve I 9 and to 
obtain a more complete set of data in which di ecri minabi I i ty ie 
determined as a function of intensity, the author repeated the 
experiment serving as his oun subject. Sixty stimulus palrB uere 
used in each test. The intra-etimu I us interval uas set to 
approximately 800 milliseconds and the mter-etimu I us interval to 
500 mi I 11 seconds. The stimuli uere presented monaurally to the 
right ear. The audio equipment uas set to provide approximately 5 
dB gain following the output of the di g i ta I-to-ana I og converter,
I.e., 17 dB attenuation before filtering and 22 dB gain following 
filtering. An attenuator was included in the circuit to provide for 
intenelty level control. Using the method of adjustment, the author
determined hie threshold to the standard impulse to be at S3 dB 
attenuation. It Is in reference to this setting of the attenuator 
that tha various sensation levels used in the experiment are 
referenced. The experimental results are tabulated in Table A 
(Appendix C) and are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12.
01scrimi nabiIity may be observed from Figures 11 and 12 to 
be etrongly dependent on intensity for a given center frequency, 
bandwidth and delay. This general finding Is in agreement uith the 
previoue experiment in which three subjects were tested. The uidely 
separated parametric curves of Figure 11 indicate a strong 
dependence on delay for a given bandwidth whereas the close 
ciueterlng of the parametric curves in Figure 12 indicate little, If 
any, dependence on bandwidth for bandwidths greater than 100 Hertz 
for a given intensity. The intensity function illustrated In the 
different sub-figures of Figure 11 appear to be roughly linear with 
a I opes that appear to have a slight dependence on delay. One would 
expect Increased d 1scriminabiIity as a function of intensity 
Inasmuch as the dispersed components of the Impulse become more and 
more audible for a given dispersion with an increase in signal 
level. Greater delays In the diepereed frequency band have already 
been shown to be more di scr imi nable than Bhorter delays, It 
follows. consequently, that the slope of the intensity function 
ehould be dependent on the given delay. That the stimuli did not 
produce non Iinearitib b is implied by the well behaved nature of the 
data. Speech stimuli presented at the same levels did not have the 
buzzy quality characteristic of distortion overloading. '
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Figure 11. DiscriminabiIity of Subject UG between an impulse and
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Figure 12. DiscriminabiI Ity of Subject UG between an Impulse and
phase modified Impulses as a function of intensity with bandwidth as
parameter.
DIBcriminab Ility as a Function of the 
Psychophys i caI Method 
It is welI known that test results are a function of the 
teeting paradigm. The experimental resultB derived thus far have 
been derived from separate teste for each data point as already 
discussed. A second test Bsrles in which more than one stimuli was 
randomly presented during the course of the tests was conducted by 
the author with himself as subject to obtain an estimate of how the 
results might be affected by the testing method,
Eight separate teBts were administered to reduce the length . 
of any given teeting season. Each teat tested four of the possible
16 phase conditions. The four phase conditions were randomized 
across all the phase conditions and enough tests were administered 
to obtain two estimates for each of the phase conditions. The test 
conditions were the same as the last te9t except for the testing 
method, the use of 40 stimulus pairs per condition, and the 
presentation of the stimuli at a constant level of 80 dB eeneatlon 
level. The average of the two estimates for each condition are 
tabulated In Table 5 (Appendix C).
One may observe by comparing the results tabulated in Table
4 and 5 that use of the Becond test design results In scores 
Indicative of less sensitivity to phase changes than that indicated 
by the first test design* This finding is not unreasonable. The 
eubject Is better able to concentrate on smaller nuancee of 
difference between the standard stimulus and the modified etlmulus 
when only one phase condition Is being contrasted in a given teet.
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The results of the tuo teeting deeigne do not appear to differ 
signi fleantly.
Sensitivity of the Author to Dispersion 
in Impulses
To obtain a more complete Bet of data In uhich 
dlacrIminabl11ty uas to be determined as a function of center 
frequency as well as bandwidth and delay, the author repeated the 
first experiment discussed in thi9 chapter but served as hie own 
subject, A second reason for repeating the experiment was to uee 
stimuli at higher intensities similar to those encountered in 
conversational leva I speech. A third reason for repeating the 
experiment was to obtain some measure of variability of the 
discrimination function.
The experimental design was ths same as In the first 
experiment except that the stimuli were presented monaural ly to the 
right ear at a sensation level of 80 dB. Fourty stimulus pairs were 
presented in each test. The intra-stimulus delay was approximately 
800 milliseconds. The vast majority of the individual phase 
conditions were randomly teBted three tlmss during the couree of the 
experiment to obtain an estimate of the variance of the 
dlscr1minabl11ty function for the particular phase condition. In 
eome cases where discrimination was obviously perfect, only two 
tests were performed to obtain the estimate. As many as five tests 
were used where variability appeared to be excessive. All the 
Individual teats for the various phaee conditions were randomly 
administered. The test results are tabulated in Table 6 (Appendix
C) and are I I lustrated in Figures 13 through 18. The Intent of the 
author uaa to discuss the data trends as they were made manifest bg 
plotting the data as functions of the three Independent variables 
and then to discuss the trends.
Figure 13 and 14 represent the data plotted as a function of 
delay. Both figures indicate that discrimination ie strongly 
dependent on delay for a given center frequency and banduidth. The 
clustering of the parametric curves in Figure 13 indicates a weaker, 
If any, dependence of discriminabiI 1ty on banduidth for the 
bandwldtha tested. Note that in the sub-figures of Figure 13 that 
except for the 60 and 100 Hertz parametric curves that the curves 
monotonlcally increase to the upper, left of the sub-figures. The 
general clustering and monotonic increase indicate a mild but 
significant dependence of discrimination on banduidth. The 
significance of the exceptional behavior of the 50 Hertz curve wi I I 
be discussed In the next section. The locus of the parametric 
cluster for the 250 Hertz Bub-figure, being different from that of 
the other sub-figures, indicates a dependence of discrimination on 
center frequency. This dependence on center frequency is made more 
evident In Figure 14 where the data is plotted uith center frequency 
as parameter. In every case uhere the 250 Hertz center frequency 
curve is parametrical ly plotted, the curve is seen to be more or 
less isolated from the other parametric curves. The clueterlng of 
the other curves indicate a stronger dependence of discriminabi I 1 ty 
on center frequency for lower frequencies that becomes Ib s b  
significant with an increase in frequency. The general monotonlc
Increase in the values of the parametric curves in all the 
eub-figures of Figure 14 indicate that center frequency does not 
become insignificant, however, at the highest frequencies.
Figure 15 and 1G represent the data plotted as a function of 
bandwidth. In general, the curves of both figures are slightly 
monotonlcally Increasing uith banduidth. The wide but monotonlc 
dispersion of the parametric curves In Figure 15 and the lack of 
similarity of the sub-figures In Figure IB Indicates a strong 
dependence of discrimination on delay. The 0.0G25 millisecond 
parametric curve in all the sub-figures of Figure 15 except for the 
250 Hertz sub-figure appear to be more isolated from the other 
parametric curves which tend to be more clustered.
Figure 17 and 18 represent the data plotted as a function of 
center frequency. Both figures imply a strong dependence of 
diecriminabiIity on center frequency for a given bandwidth and 
delay. The lack of general similarity of the Bub-figures in Figure
17 and the dispersion of thB parametric curves in each eub-flgure of 
Figure 18 again Indicates a depsndence of discrimination on delay. 
The monotonic but moderate clustering of curves in each sub-figure 
of Figure 17 and general similarity of the sub-figures of Figure 18 
Indicate a mild but significant dependence of diecriminati on on 
bandwidth. The 0.0G25 millisecond parametric curve In all the 
sub-figures of Figure 18 ie generally Isolated from the other 
parametric curves which tend to be more clustered except In the 100 
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Figure 13. Dlacrlmlnabi11ty of Subject UG between an Impulee and
phase modified impulses plotted as a function of delay with
bandwidth as parameter.
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Figure 14. DiacriminabiIity of Subject UG between an impulse and 
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Figure 15. Discriminabi 11 ty of Subject UG betueen an Impulee and
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Figure 16. Dlscrlminabi11ty of Subject UG betueen an Impulse and 
phase modified impulses plotted as a function of bandwidth with 
center frequency as parameter.
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Figure 17. 01scriminabi11ty of Subject UG between an Impulse and
phase modified impulses plotted as a function of center frequency
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Figure 18. 01scriminabiI 1ty of Subject UG between an impulse and
phase modified Impulses plotted as a function of center frequency
with delay as parameter.
□ 1ecuaa ion
Results for the BOO Hertz center frequency condition shoun 
In Figure 13 should be noted to agrsB ulth those of the three 
subjects first tasted for the same phase condition ehoun In Figure 
8. It appears that the author's phase senaltlvlty Is slightly more 
acute In that he is able to achieve 0.7B discrimination betueen 
0.0625 and 0.125 milliseconds of delay for the 500 Hertz center 
frequency condition as opposed to 0.125 and 0.25 milliseconds as 
required by the other three subjects. This Is no doubt due to his 
greater familiarity with the stimuli and all of their nuances of 
qual1ty.
The data indicates that discriminabiIity is mildly, yet 
significantly dependant on bandwidth. 01scriml nab I 11ty Is perfect 
for certain values of center frequency, banduidth and delay.
0 iscriminabiI 1ty would fall to chance, however, if bandwidth were 
reduced to zero. One would expect that diBcr1minabiI 1ty 
monotonicaily Increases with bandwidth. The values selected for 
bandwidth as the independent variable do not allow the observance of 
the monotonic increase through a "knee" or "point of Inflection" in 
the function. The discriminabiIity function appears to have reached 
an upper plateau which Is asymptotically decreasing for the selected 
values of bandwidth. The displaced position of the 50 Hertz 
bandwidth curve In Figurs 13 and 17 from an otherwise monotonic 
ordering Is probably due to its relative closeness to a point of 
inflection in the function. The experiment has thus demonstrated 
that the range of interest for bandwidth values i b  less than 100
Hertz. The ubiquitous critical band phenomenon In peychophye1 ca I 
reeearch may account for the leveling off of dlecrimlnablI Ity for 
banduidths greater than 100 Hertz.
Envisioning the topology of a function of three Independent 
variables le difficult at best. Inasmuch as the effect of banduidth 
for the values selected has significantly less effect on 
dlecrimlnablI Ity than center frequency or delay, the relative 
effecte of center frequency and delay may be observed by averaging 
the data across bandwidth and plotting discrimination ae a 
parametric function of center frequency and delay as Illustrated In 
Figure 19. The figure uas generated by firet drawing smooth curves 
by eye through the data plotted as functions of center frequency 
uith delay as parameter and as functions of delay uith center 
frequency as parameter. Iso-contour curves of the parametric 
function uere drawn by eye through points generated from orthogonal 
projections of points from the previously drawn curves.
The contours Illustrated in Figure 19 appear to be very well 
behaved. The contours would appear to asymptotically converge with 
three further halflngs of center frequency at approximately 31 Hertz 
or the lower frequency limit of hearing. One may obeerve from 
Figure 19 that for banduidths greater than 100 Hertz and for a delay 
of 0.0625 milliseconds that a discrimination score of 0.75 is 
achieved at approximately 1000 Hertz center frequency. For a center 
frequency of 250 Hertz, the 0.75 score is achieved at approximately 
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Figure 19. Relative effect of center frequency and delay on 
di ecrimi nabiIi ty.
In summary, a series of experiments was conducted to 
determine the discriminabiIity between a standard impulse and 
impulses in which a band of frequency components are delayed. The 
parameters of Interest were intensity, center frequency, bandwidth 
and delay. Di scriminabi I i ty was shown to be highly dependent on 
intensity. At a sensation level of 80 dB, d i scr i m i nab i I i ty was 
shown to be mildly, yet significantly dependent on bandwidth for 
bandwidths greater than 100 Hertz. The contribution of center 
frequency and delay to discriminability was shown to be inversely 
related. Discrimination scores of 0.75 were achieved for center 
frequencies between 250 and 500 Hertz at delays between 0.0625 and 
0.125 milliseconds.
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The phase dlecrimlnablI Ity function was at flret hoped to be 
determined with high resolution by conducting many teete In which 
the parameters of interest could be adjusted over a wide range in 
relatively small Increments. Initial attempts by the author in 
determining the range of interest of the experimental variables was 
frustrated by the time required to measure accurately a point in the 
function, and the apparently large variability of the function. 




SENSITIVITY TO DISPERSION IN SPEECH
Direct assessment of the effect of dispersion on continuous 
speech is difficult because of the short-time Bpectral complexity of 
speech and the constant shift in short-time spectra during 
production of the speech signal. The difficulty In theoretically 
estimating the discriminabiIity of dispersion based on ehort-tlme 
spectral features has been not so much due to the inherent 
complexity of the spectra Itself as to lack of Information 
concerning the sensitivity of the ear to dispersion in general. One 
purpose of the experiments discussed in Chapter VI uas to learn more 
about phase sensitivity so as to make possible genera Iizati one about 
phase modified continuous speech.
Speech consists of strings of concatenated phonemes whose 
ahort-time spectra are modified by such factors as articulation, 
coart IcuI at I on, the emotional state of the speaker, etc. The 
conetant shift In the short-time spectra of speech makes assignment 
of a phaee dlscrlminabi11ty statistic to continuous speech difficult 
because of the varying degree of dependence of phaee 
diecr1 mlnabiIity on each successive phoneme. For example, one would 
expect less sensitivity to dispersion in fricatives becauee of their 
already nolse-like characteristics than in plosives with their 
sudden and relatively simultaneous onset of frequency componente. .
One might expect that dispersion in a spectral region in 
which speech has statistically little energy would result in smaller 
overall subjective effects than would dispersion in a spectral 
region with a statistically higher energy concentration. A tacit 
assumption of this expectation ie that the perception of quality 
change le due to cumulative effects for each phoneme over the 
phonetic utterance. One could hypothesize, consequently, that a 
general dlecrIminabi11ty statistic for continuous speech might be 
derived from a weighted sum of the Individual effects of dleperelon 
on the constituent phonemes. On the other hand, quality changee may 
become readily apparent if only one or two relatively "eeneltlve" 
phonemes are are dispersed only slightly.
Little ie known of the ear’s phase discriminabiIity ability 
outside of the well known fact that excessive dispersion in speech 
results In chirp-like sounds. The intent of the experiments 
discussed In this chapter is to further investigate the phase 
dl ecrimlnabl11ty phenomenon ae It pertains to speech stimuli*
Sensitivity to Dispersion in PhonemeB
The major intent of the experiment to be diecussed in thie 
eection ie to obtain a set of psychophysical data which ie 
indicative of human discriminabiIity of dispersion of the type 
introduced in Chapter IV for various classes of phonemes. Such data 
should be of interest in directly probing the speech 
discriminabiIity mechanism of hearing inasmuch a9 various test 
results derived from peychophyslcal measurements using different 
classes of phonemic stimuli can be analyzed in relation to the
stimuli. The data should also ba applicable to Indirectly 
estimating human dl scriminabi I i ty of disparsi on in continuous 
speech. Tha phonames of choice used a9 stimuli in the current 
experiment were eelectad to represent three classes of phonemes and 
consequently included the neutral vowel /9/, the plosive /t/ and the 
fricative / f/. These sounds were obtained from digital recordings 
as discussed In Chapter IV. The vowel stimulus was obtained from a 
recording of the vowel epoken in isolation whereas the ploalve and 
fricative were extracted from recordlnge of elngle worde epoken In 
isolation. The phoneme extraction process consisted of dleplaying 
the signal from which a phoneme was to be extracted on a storage 
oecllloecope so as to determine the beginning and ending sample of 
the phoneme 9egment, Auditory playback was used to insure the 
quality of the laolated segment. A trapezoidal window with a riae 
and decay time of 20 milliseconds was used to isolate the eegment 
after which tha segment wsb copied to disk aB a new audio file for 
later reference.
The phonemae were presented In the discrimination teate 
during the course of the experiment at their normal convereat1 ona I 
speech level. The levele were determined in the following wayt 
Stimulus thresholds for the two words spoken in isolation were 
determined by the method of adjustment. The author conducted a 
series of tests with himself as subject in which he alternately 
decreased the setting of the signal attenuator in the audio playback 
circuit until the Btimull just became inaudible and then increased 
the eetting of the attenuator setting until the stimuli just became
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audible. The average attenuator setting was approxlmats Iy 90 dB. 
The author determined that both stimuli were fully Intelligible at 
an attenuator setting of 50 dB, which is to say, a sensation level 
of 40 dB. The level at which the attenuator was set to produce 
"conversational level" speech uas 20 dB for a eensatlon level of 70 
dB. The 20 dB setting was used throughout the course of the 
experiment. The method of adjustment was used to determine the 
relative levels of the isolated phonemes. The sensation levels of 
the vowel, plosive and fricative were determined respectively to be 
70, 32 and 35 dB In reference to the attenuator setting previously 
determined for conversational level speech.
The experiment consisted of administering a series of 
discrimination tests for each phoneme. Each test consisted of the 
random presentation of 16 unique stimulus pairs for discrimination. 
The set of stimulus pairs peculiar to a given test consisted of one 
of the three standard phonemes followed by one of the 16 phase 
modified variants of the standard phoneme. The stimuli of all 16 
pairs were consequently different. The author, serving as his oun 
subject in the experiment, was of necessity aware that each pair was 
different. Control stimulus pairs in which the stimuli of the pair 
were Identical were not deemed necessary inasmuch as the author was 
motivated not to make random responses as to the equality of the 
stimuli of the pair. The validity of the testing paradigm 18 
attested by the well behaved nature of the data when plotted and by 
low test variance when repeated. The author set for himself tha 
task of responding that the stimuli of a pair were different only
when persuaded that the stimuli actually were different. The author 
responded that the stimuli were the same if no difference In the 
etimuli could be detected. A discrimination score of 0.5 was chosen 
to be indicative of the author’s discrimi nabiIity inasmuch as all 
the stimulus pairs contained different stimuli.
Each of the 1G phase modified variants of a standard phoneme 
peculiar to a given test was randomly presented 10 times during the 
course of a given test. The pairs were presented monaurally to the 
right ear at the sensation levels already discussed. The 
Intra-stImulus Interval of each stimulus pair was approximately 500 
ml I 11 seconds.
Four values each of the three independent variables were 
chosen to generate G4 unique phase conditions for teeting. The 
center frequencies included 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 Hertz; 
bandwidths Included 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 Hertz; and delays 
Included 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 ml 111 seconds. The phase of the standard 
vowel, plosive and fricative were modified according to the schedule 
just deecribed to generate a set of stimuli to be used in subsequent 
testing of dlscriminabiIity.
A test series consisting of four tssts as already discussed 
was administsred for each of the three phonemes. Each test In the 
series represented a set of phase conditions in which the center 
frequency of the delayed band was constant. The 16 pairings 
represented by each test corresponded to the unique pairings of four 
values each of bandwidth and delay. All 64 phase conditions could 
thus be tested by administering the four tests. The order in which
the tests of the series uas administered uas random. The test 
series for the vowel uas administered three times uhlle thoee for 
the plosive and fricative uere administered tuice. The average 
diecrimi nabiIity estimates for the different phase conditlone are 
tabulated in Table 7, 8 and 9 (Appendix C) and are illustrated in 
Figures 20 through 28. The intent of the author, as in the 
experiment ulth Impulse stimuli, uas to determine trends In the data 
by first plotting the data as functions of each of the three 
Independent variables, to characterize the the trende, and then to 
discuss the characterizations. Three sets of curves are illustrated 
for each phoneme. Each set of curves represents the data as plotted 
as a function of each of the three independent variables. The roue 
and columns of curves in each set of curves represent the data for 
various parametric values of the remaining independent variables. 
For example. Figure 20 Illustrates the discrIminab 1 I 1ty of 
dispersion in the vouel phoneme plotted as a function of delay. The 
rous parametrIcally represent banduidth and the columns represent 
center frequency. Effects of parametric variations may be observed 
by comparing curves across rous or doun columns.
The majority of the curves in Figure 20 ehou that phase 
dIecrImI nab 1 I 1ty In the phase modified vouel is mono tonica I Iy 
dependent on delay for a given center frequency and banduidth. All 
of the curves shou the monotonic increase except for thoee 
representing phase conditions of 500 Hertz center frequency and 400 
or 800 Hertz banduidth. The significance of the tuo exceptions ie 
not clear. .
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Figure 20. Discrlminabi11ty of Subject UG between a standard
neutral vowel stimulus and phase modified variants of the vowel
plotted as a function of delay.
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Figure 21. DIecrI minabiIity of Subject UG between a standard
neutral vouel stimulus and phase modified variants of the vouel
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Figure 22. 01scr1minabi11ty of Subject UG betueen a standard
neutral vouel stimulus and phase modified variants of the vouel
plotted as a function of center frequency.
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Figure 23. 0 iscriminabiIity of Subject UG between a standard
plosive, /t/, and phase modified variants of the plosive plotted as
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Figure 24. DiecriminabiIity of Subject UG between a standard
plosive, /t/, and phaee modified variants of the plosive plotted ae
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Figure 25. D Iscr1mInabiI Ity of Subject UG between a etandard
plosive, /t/, and phase modified variants of the plosive plotted ae
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Figure 26. DlacrImInabiIIty of Subject UG between a standard 
fricative, / f/, and phase modified variants of the fricative plotted 
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Figure 27. DlscriminabiIity of Subject UG between a standard 
fricative, / f/, and phase modified variants of the fricative plotted 





















CENTER FREQUENCY (HERTZ x 1000)
Figure 28. 01scriminabiIity of Subject UG between a standard
fricative, /f/, and phase modified variants of the fricative plotted
as a function of center frequency.
The locus of the curves Is generally displaced more and more 
to the upper left as columns of curves, representing parametric 
increases in bandwidth, are considered from top to bottom. The 
displacement implies an increase in discriminabiIity with bandwidth. 
Approximately 8 to IB milliseconds of delay is required for 0.5 
dl scrlminabi11ty at narrower bandwldths whereas only 2 to 4 
milliseconds is required at wider bandwidths. The difference in 
range of delays is most likely due to the contribution of increased 
bandwidth on di scrlminabi I i ty. The locus of the curves ie displaced 
more and more to the lower right as rows of curves, representing 
parametric Increases in center frequency, are considered from left 
to right. The shifting locus implies a slight decrease In 
dlscrlminabiIity with center frequency. The contribution of center 
frequency to di scriminabi I i ty appears to be much less than that of 
delay or bandwidth.
The curves of Figure 21 show the dependence of 
discrlminabiI Ity on bandwidth more explicitly. Approximately 200 to 
800 Hertz bandwidth is required for 0.5 discriminabiI 1ty for shorter 
delays whereas only 100 to 400 Hertz bandwidth Is required for 
longer delays. The shifting locus of curves to the upper left 
across the rows of curves, representing parametric increases In 
delay, Implies the dependence of discriminablIity on delay. The 
slight shifting of locus to the lower right down the column of 
curves, representing parametric increases in center frequency, shows 
again the slight decrease In dl BcrlmlnabiI Ity with Increased center 
frequencies. .
The slight decrease in discriminabiI Ity with increased 
center frequency is shown mors explicitly in Figure 22 where center 
frequency is the independent variable. The relation appears to hold 
only for bandwidths less than 800 Hertz. 0 iscrimi nab I I Ity appears 
to peak at a center frequsncy of 1000 Hsrtz for bandwidths of 800 
Hertz.
The majority of ths curves of Figurss 23 and 2G Indicate, 
respectively, that phase discriminabi1ity in phase modified plosives 
and fricativss is also a function of delay. The shifting locus of 
the curves along rows and columns implies a dependence of 
dlscriminabi11ty on increasing bandwidth and decreasing center 
frequency as in the cass of the vowel. Approximately 4 to 8 
milllssconds of delay in ths plosive is required for 0.S 
d I scrI mlnablI Ity at narrowsr bandwidths whereas only 2 to 4 
milliseconds ars required for wider bandwidths. From 16 to 32 
milliseconds of delay is required in the case of the fricative for 
narrower bandwidths and from 4 to 8 milliseconds for the wider 
bandwidths. Two anomalous curves appear in Figure 23 for the 
plosive phoneme. The phase condition In which the delay ie centered 
at 500 Hertz with 100 Hertz bandwidth appears to be much more 
d 1 scr1 mi nab Ie than phase conditions with the same bandwidth but with 
lower or higher center frequency. The phase condition in which the 
delay Is centered at 2000 Hertz with 200 Hertz bandwidth appears to 
be less dl scriminabls than it should be as Judged by the 
dl scriminabi11ty of the surrounding phase conditions.
The same discussion rsgarding Figure 21 in which the
dl scriminabiI Ity of dispersion in the voueI was plotted as a 
function of bandwidth applies to Figures 24 and 27 In which the 
plosive and fricative, respectively, are similarly plotted. 
DiecrIminabiIity is definitely related to bandwidth. The ehifting 
locus of the curves along rows and down columns imply increased 
discrimInabiIity with an increase in delay or a decrease in center 
frequency, No anomalous phase conditions are noted as In Figure 23.
Approximately 200 to 400 Hertz bandwidth is required for 0.5 
d I ecrI minabiIity for shorter delay in the plosive whereas only 100 
to 200 Hertz Is required for longer delays. From 400 to 800 Hertz 
bandwidth is required for shorter delays in the case of the 
fricative whereas only 100 to 400 Hertz is required for longer 
deI aye.
The slight decrease in discrimi nabiIity with an increase In 
center frequency as shown in Figures 25 and 28 for the ploeive and 
fricative, respectively, is not as apparent as that shown in Figure 
22 for the vowel. The plosive data In Figure 25 shows a general 
decrease In dIscrI mlnabi11ty of dispersion in plosives for center 
frequencies of 500 Hertz and greater. The decrease may be partially 
mediated by the decreased contribution of a conetant bandwidth of 
delay to dlscriminabi11ty at higher center frequencies because of 
the logarithmic frequency character i st I c of the ear. The hypothesis 
le weakly supported In the following way: Each of the epectra of the 
three speech sounds were visually searched for eimilaritiee of 
epectral magnitude and composition at two adjacent center 
frequencies. Only the fricative phoneme magnitude had such
similarities which occurred at center frequencies of 250 and 500 
Hertz. The average magnitude of the energy centered at 500 Hertz 
uas approximately 2 dB lees than that at 250 Hertz but the greater 
sensitivity of hearing at 500 Hertz could compensate for the lower 
energy level. The discrimination scores for the various conditions 
of bandwidth and delays centered at 250 Hertz are closer in 
magnitude to the values for the next higher bandwidth centered at 
BOO Hertz than to the corresponding values of bandwidth centered at 
500 Hertz.
1 nterpretat i on of the data as plotted as a function of 
center frequency Is not straight forward. The changing locus of the 
curves across rows In Figures 22, 25 and 28, which represent 
parametric Increases In delay, is presumably due to the effect of 
delay alonB. The presumption is not supported, however, because 
notwithstanding a nebulous, but general similarity of curve shape 
across rows, especially those representing bandwidthe less than 800 
Hertz, there appears to be interesting varlatlone In the shape of 
the curves. For example, the 400 Hertz bandwidth row for the vowel 
in Figure 22 appears to reverse its trend as delay increases from A 
to 8 milliseconds. Significant changes across rows may be observed 
also In Figures 25 and 28 for the plosive and fricative, 
respect Ive ly, but none as significant as in the case of the vowel. 
How the extent of delay can effect seemingly unsystematic varlatione 
in discr1 ml nabtI Ity is not clear.
The changing locus of curves down the columns, representing 
parametric increases In bandwidth, is presumably due to the effect
of engaging a greater and greater portion of the phoneme spectra In 
the band of dslayed frequsncy componsnts. The curves appear similar 
In general down each column with ths Exception of ths curves at the 
800 Hertz banduidth condition. Correspond 1ng columns are also 
similar for the different phonemes. Correspond'!ng columns are more 
similar bstueen the plosive and fricative than between either the 
plosive or frlcatlvs and the vowel. Ths spectra of the plosive and 
fricative is more similar. The similarity across phonemes suggests 
that the discrimination scorss ars partially Independent of the 
phoneme type. The dissimilarities are due to differences In the 
spectra. The discriminabiIity data trsnd for the vowel at the 800 
Hertz banduidth phase condition appears to be the reverse of that 
for other bandwidth conditions. The reversal does not appear for 
the plosive and fricative. The reversal in the case of the vowel 
appears to be due to a peak occurring a 1000 Hertz center frequency. 
The peaking is probably due to the engagement of a vouel formant 
uhen banduidth ie increased to 800 Hertz. No other immediate 
correlation bstuesn diecriminablIity and spsctra ae Illustrated In 
Figure 29 has bsen observed.
In summary, discrImlnabiI 1ty haB been shoun to be a function 
of delay and banduidth for all three classes of phonemes 
Investigated. Ths rank ordsring of the phonsmes In decreasing order 
of sensitivity to dispersion Is plosive, vouel and fricative. For 
narrow bandwidths the plosive requires 4 to 8, the vouel 8 to IB and 
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Figure 23. Magnitude spectra of the phonemes used in the study.
For wider bandwldths the respective ranges are 2 to 4, 2 to 4 and 4 
to 8 milliseconds. For shorter delays the plosive requires 200 to 
400, the vowel 200 to 800 and the fricative 400 to 800 Hertz 
bandwidth for 0.5 dlscriminabiIity. For longer delays, the required 
bandwidth ranges are 100 to 200, 100 to 400 and 100 to 400 Hertz 
respectively. The difference in range for different bandwidthe or 
delays Is probably due to the respective contribution of increaeed 
delay or bandwidth on discriminabiIity.
The effect of quantization noise became more apparent with 
phonemic stimuli. Such noise arises when the samples of a 
continuous signal are quantized to one of a set of discrete values 
for storage In computer memory. The quantization noiee quality wae 
that of an additive tone. The noise was absent in the standard 
stimuli. One could argue that the test d 1ecriminat1ons would be 
Invalid Inasmuch as a subject could discriminate a difference 
between the two stimuli of the stimulus pair simply by the presence 
of quantization noise. The author, serving a9 hie own subject 
however, was aware that the first stimulus of each test pair was the 
standard stimulus and that the stimuli of all the te9t pairs were 
different. The quantization noise was clearly evident as euch in 
most of the stimulus pairs and could be consciously ignored with 
relatively little effort. Strong evidence to support the validity 
of the test scores Is the internal consistency of the test scores 
and the external consistency of the test scores with those for words 
and sentences as will be dlscusssd. Further support of the reeulte 
Is given by their general agreement with the results of informal
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discrimination tssts in which a slightly phase modified phoneme with 
consequent quantization noise was uesd as the standard stimuli. A 
possibls approach to avoiding ths quantization noise problem Is to 
add a masking nolss to all the stimuli used in the experiment.
Sensitivity to Dispersion In Words 
The psrceptual quality of words In which a band of frequency 
components is delayed was observed through informal experiments to 
be a function of delay for a given center frequency and bandwidth. 
The change in sound quality was observed for shorter delays at the 
beginning of words while the change in quality was observed for 
longer dslays over the total duration of the word.
One would expect that the onset of dispersed words beginning 
with sibilants would be less discriminab Ie than words beginning with 
plosives because of ths noiss-liks quality of sibilants. The author 
ssrved ae his own subject In an sxpsrimsnt to test the hypothesis. 
The experiment consisted of two test series, one for the word "DO" 
and one for the word "SEE." The parameters of the phase distortion 
were center frequency of 500 Hertz, bandwidth of 400 Hertz and time 
delays of 8, 16. 32 and 64 milliseconds.
Each test series consisted of four tests, one for each of 
the four phase conditions. The order of the test presentation 
within a series was randomized. Each test consisted of 40 
randomized pair presentation in which each stimulus of the pair 
could be either the standard word or ths phase modified variant of 
the word as already dlscu6ssd. Ths stimulus pairs were monaural ly 
presented to the right ear at a "comfortable" listening level. The
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results of tha experiment are illustrated in Figure 30. The plosive 
onset may be ssen from the results of the experiment to be more 
d I ecrImI nab Ie than the fricative onset which supports the 
hypothesis. The delays required for 0.75 discriminabiI 1ty for the 




Figure 30. 0 iscriminabiIity of Subject UG to phase modified worda 
as a function of delay.
Sensitivity to Dispersion in a Sentence 
An experiment was conducted to determine the 
dIecrImInabiI Ity of dispersion in the test sentence, "Men strive but 
seldom get rich." The three female subjects introduced in Chapter VI 
served as subjects. A single test in which five individual phaee 
conditions were randomly tested was administered twice to each of 
the subjects to obtain two dlscrIminablI Ity estimates for each phase 
condition. The subjects were required during the couree of the teet
to determine whether or not the stimuli of a stimulus pair ware the 
"eame1 or "different." The phase modification were effected by 
delaying a 400 Hertz band of frequency components centered at 500 
Hertz for different values of delay which included 2, 4, 8 and 1G 
mI I I Iseconds. The etlmulua paira were presented monauraI Iy to the 
subject's right ear at a level approximating "conversational level’1 
speech. Each phase condition uas presented 10 times during the 
course of tha test auch that each test consisted of 50 etlmulua pair 
presentations. Half of the teat pairs for each phaee condition 
consisted of the standard sentence followed by its phase modified 
variant whereas the other half consisted of the variant followed by 
the standard sentence. The stimuli of every pair was consequently 
different but the subjects were instructed that half of the pairs 
were the same. This expedient was adopted to reduce the excessive 
length of the testing period. The results of the experiment are 
illustrated in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. D 1scriminabi Iity of subjects AK, MF and PA to phase
modified sentence as a function of delay. ■
□ iscriminabiIity is seen to reach the 0.5 isvel for del aye 
in which a band of frequency components, centered at 500 Hertz and 
of 400 Hertz bandwidth, is delayed between 4 and 8 milliseconds. 
The score Is similar to that of the vowel under the sar9 phase 
conditions discussed in the phoneme experiment. The subjects 
apparently cue on vowel dispersions when discriminating dispersion 
In continuous speech. Greater dispersions are apparently tolerated 
in continuous speech in which no absolute standard Is available for 
comparison. The certainty of this conclusion, however, is In doubt 
because of the lack of control for intensity level between this 
experiment and that for the phonemes inasmuch as di scriminabi I i ty 
has been shown to be a function of intensity. Absolute judgments 
about the quality of the vowel sounds may be the deciding factor in 
whether or not a given phase dispersion is perceived.
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CHAPTER VIII
MONAURAL SENSITIVITY TO DISPERSION IN IMPULSES AND SPEECHi 
SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSIONS
A study uas conducted to determine the 1im119 of human phase 
sensitivity. In revieu, the role of psychophysics in the design of 
speech processing systems and ths use of computer techniques in 
psychophysical research uere discusssd. The H story of the "phase 
sensitivity question" uas revieued and its nature clarified. In 
part, Ohm postulated the rule by uhich the ear analyzes sound and 
Helmholtz added the phase ruls as the rssult of his oun uork. The 
validity of Helmholtz' phase rule uas discussed and shoun to be 
correct under the conditions he imposed. Helmholtz postulated that 
the ear uould be sensitive to phass undsr certa n conditions.
The uork of investigators from ths time of Helmholtz to date 
uas revleusd and discussed. The majority of the uork supports the 
fact that the ear is ssnsitlvs to phase. Early failures in 
demonstrating phass sensitivity uere probably due to such factors as 
equipment limitations and theoretical bias. A general Intent of 
much of the early uork uas the demonstration of various "phase 
effects." The relevance of such uork In the design of speech 
processing systems uas revieued and the author's philosophical 
approach to the phase sensitivity question uas introduced.
Part of the author's contribution was the philosophical 
approach to the determination of the limits of phase 
discriminabiI Ity in phase distorted speech as a practical goal of 
phase sensitivity research. The application of computer techniques. 
Including discrete Fourier transforms, to signal processing was 
discussed. A theoretical analysis of phase distortion wae 
undertaken to provide insight into the nature of phaee such that the 
study could be conducted with a solid understanding of the 
phenomenon. Two types of experiments were described. The first wae 
concerned with di scr iminabi I i ty of dispersion in impuleee and the 
second with dispersion in speech signals. The results of the 
experiments were discussed in their respective chapters.
The results of the study cannot be compared directly with 
thoee of other studies because of basic differences in the etimuli 
and the type of phase modification used, The study wae not designed 
to explore a new "phaee effect" but to determine the limits of phaee 
dl scriminabiI Ity under certain conditions as functione of the 
parameters of an Idealized genera*! type of phase distortion. The 
general exploratory nature of the study preclude extensive 
theoretical Insight into the exact mechanism by which phase 
discriminabi11ty is effected. No general predictione are etated 
based on the results of the study because of its generally 
exploratory nature.
A number of criticisms concerning the study should be 
discussed. The exact character!sties of the Koss PR0-4A headphones 
used throughout the study were unknown. It was felt that the lack
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of Information concerning the headphones, however, was a minor 
problem inasmuch as the testing paradigm required a discrimination 
between two stimuli both of which were presented with the same 
headphoneB. Smaller bandwidths should have been used in the impulse 
study. Better techniques need to be developed to analyze and 
display data of three or more independent variables. The 
theoretical implications of the data obtained during the course of 
thle study have not been exhausted fully simply because of the 
complexity of the analysis. Better computer graphing techniques 
should be developed such that the investigator may quickly display 
the data In various aspects of the independent variables. 
Statistical reduction may ba incorporated profitably in the graph! :6 
sof tware.
A possibly interesting variation of the phoneme experiment 
would be to cepstrually smooth the magnitude of the phoneme spectra 
so as to remove any confounding effects of rapidly varying magnitude 
when Investigating the effect of center frequency on 
d 1scrImI nab 1 I Ity. The investigator should have normal hearing such 
that he may adequately investigate phase d 1BcrimI nabi I 1ty using 
himself ao a subject before conducting extensive teste with othe*' 
subjects so as to best utilize computer time. Further research I i 
recommended In this area so as to replicate the original study an>J 
to furth»r Investigate its ramifications.
The intent of the author has been to supply enough general 
Information to permit Independent replication of the study. In 
review, .an Investigator must obtain a digital rocordlng of the
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stimulus to be tested! dstsrmlns a set of values for the parameters 
of the phase modifications to be tsstsdt generate the -filters 
necessary to effect the phase modifI cation9| generate a eet of phasa 
modified stimuli by convolving the standard stimulus with each of 
the filters; and finally presenting the phase modified stimuli to a 
listener under a given testing paradigm. All of the software 
required to effect the above haB been written by the author as an 
interactive computer program. The program, GSYS.SAI, and Its 
documentation hae been archived with the SIPG software at the 
University of Utah. Independent duplication of the software would 
require considerable time and expense. Salient features of the 
software are discussed in Appendix D.
APPENOIX A
ON THE DIFFERENCE IN POPULAR OPINION AS TO UHAT CONSTITUTES
OHM'S LAU OF ACOUSTICS
In reviewing the literature concerning Ohm's law of 
acouetlce, It becomes apparent that there may be differences In 
opinion ae to what constitutes the law. It is generally accepted 
that the lau pertains to the frequency analyzing ability of the ear. 
Confusion arises as to uhether or not Ohm (1843) included statements 
pertaining to the insensitivity of the ear to phase relations among 
the harmonics of a complex sound, or If such statements were later 
added by Helmholtz (18G3).
To obtain an estimate of the extent of the confusion among 
authors of acoustical 11 terature, a search by index reference to 
Ohm's law of acouetlce wae made of pertinent volumes held at the 
University of Utah main library. The volumes searched were 
classified under Sound (534) and Physiological Audition (612.85) 
within the Oewey Decimal System, and Sound (QC 221-246), 
Physiological Acoustics (QP 461-471), and Literature of Music - 
Acoustics and Physics (ML 3805-3817) within the Library of Congress 
System. An estimate by shelf list of the number of volumes 
comprising these eectlone, made by the librarian at the current 
author1e request, was approximately 150 volumes. Of these volumes, 
146 were actually searched. Sixteen volumes, or approximately 10
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percent, uere found to contain the index reference to Ohm*e lau of 
acoustIc b .
The 16 voI urnss represented a range in publication datee from 
1877 to 1970 and represented the writings of 21 authors. The 
statements of these authors concerning Ohm's law are tabulated In 
Tab Ie 1.
It may be observed from Table 1 that all authors made
etatementB concerning the frequency analyzing ability of the ear in
reference to Ohm'9 I aw t there is no disagreement among authors on
thifl point. The general 1nterpretat1 on may be exemplified by a
statement by Miller (1916)i
The law statest all musical tones are periodic; the human 
ear perceives pendular vibrations alone as simple toneB; all 
varieties of tone quality are due to particular combinatlone 
of a larger or smaller number of simple tones; every motion- 
of the air which corresponds to a complex musical tone or to 
a composite ma8B of musical tones is capable of being 
analyzed into a sum of simple pendular vibrations, and to 
each simple vibration corresponds a simple tone which the 
ear may hear.
It Is generally accepted that the type of analysis performed by the 
ear le a Fourier analysis.
Four authors made statements to the effect that Ohm's law 
also pertalnB to the insensitivity of the ear to phaee. Bekeey 
(I960), citing Helmholtz and Ohm, stated that "According to Ohm'e 
lau, the perception of a complex sound depends upon its analysis 
Into single tones and Is entirely independent of the phase relations 
of these components . . . ." Bacus (1969) made a similar statement 
in reference to Ohm’s lau In citing Bekesy. Rayleigh (1877) etated 
In connection with his reference to Ohm’s law that . . , within
the limits of audibility the relative phases of the varloue 
components uould be a matter of indifference." Stevens and Davis 
(1938) wrote that the usual assertion of Ohm’s law ie that "the ear 
tends to analyze the components of a complex sound regardless of 
their phase-reI atione.M
In contrast to the statements of the four authors quoted 
above, four other authors implied that the phase sensitivity 
statements were later added by Helmholtz. Dittrich (19S3) wrote 
that Helmholtz, as a result of his experiments with synthetic 
sounds, determined that "contrary to what was believed up to this 
time, the musical timbre of a sound depsnds on the number and the
Intensity of Its harmonics and not on their phase relation.........."
Richardson (1927) also Implied that phase statements were not part 
of Ohm's law by writing that "If Ohm’s law be true, the question le 
naturally asked, what influencs have the respective phases of the 
components of the note on the impression of its quality?" It would 
appear from the statement that the effect of phase on quality wa9 
not part of Ohm’s law. In support of this conclusion, Richardson is 
further cited as having written that "Helmholtz and aleo Konlg 
attacked this problem experimentally."
Uever (1949) wrote that Helmholtz supported his resonance 
theory of hearing
» . • from his experiments on the synthesis of vowels and 
other complex sounds. He showed that such sounds could be 
Imitated by exciting simultaneously a number of tuning forks 
suitably chosen in frequency and intensity. Only frequency 
and intensity were significant variables here; the phase 
relations could be changed at will without noticeable . 
alteration of what he referred to as the musical quality.
This inef fectiveness of phase, in Helmholtz’s view, was the 
result of the fact that the ear analyzes the sound into its
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component simple tones, and phase relatione are loet In the 
process.
The last author cited to Imply that Helmholtz added 
statements concerning the sensitivity of the ear to phase was A. 
Wood (1S40), who stated that "Helmholtz satisfied hlmeelf that 
relative phase Is without effect on the quality of a note."
Two authors definitely stated that the additions were made 
by Helmholtz. Lamb (1910) wrote "According to Helmholtz the 
Influence of phase ie inappreciable." Miller (1916) wrote that "Ae 
the reeult of elaborate investigation, Helmholtz added the following 
lawi the quality of a musical tone depends solely on the number and 
relative strength of Its partial simple tones, and In no respect on 
their differences of phase."
In support of the statements made by the four authors juet 
cited, A. B. Uood (1930) categorically stated that "Ohm's law eays 
nothing about the relative phases of the harmonic componente Into 
which the ear analyses the sound, . . . This statement ie in 
direct conflict with those of Bacus, Beke9y, Rayleigh, and Stevene 
and Oavls.
The interpretat ions of the eight authors who made no 
reference to the ear’s Insensitivity to phase In connection with 
their statements of Ohm ' 9 law of acoustics is not clear. It le not 
unreaeonable to think, however, that the lack of reference implies 
that their Interpretation pertains only to the frequency analyzing 
abl11ty of the ear.
In summary, 19 authors (or coI Iaborators) were cited who 
made reference to Ohm’s acoustical law. Of these authore 58 percent
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made statements concerning the sensitivity of the ear to phase in 
reference to the lau. Of this group 36 percent stated that Ohm's 
lau Includes phase statements, uhlle the other 64 percent stated, or 
implied, that the lau does not include phase statements, but that 
the statements uere later added by Helmholtz. The interpretatione 
of the authors uho made no phaee statements le not clear.
Pertinent journal Iiterature uae also searched to further 
ascertain the extent of the confusion as to uhat constitutee Ohm* e 
lau of acoustics. Completeness of the journal survey is supported 
by cross-referencIng among the articles. Five artlclee are cited 
uhlch state that Helmholtz added the statements concerning phaee 
Indifference of the ear, No Journal articles uere found that stated 
the contrary,
Beasley (1931) understood that the effect of phase upon tone 
quality uas of interest even before Helmholtz* research but urote 
that Helmholtz "announced the much-quoted laui 'the quality of a 
musical tone depends on the number and relative strength of Its 
partial simple tones, and not on their differences of phaee,'" 
Beasley referred to this statement as Helmholtz* 1 lau."
Chapin and Firestone (1934) urote that “since the work of . 
Helmholtz it has been uldely accepted that the tone quality of a 
complex tone is Independent of the relative phases of 1 te 
harmonlcB." Thie statement Into I lee that the.conceo.t originated ulth 
He I mho Itz,
Schouten (1939) referred to ths frequency analyzing ability 
of the ear as Ohm’B lau and further added that "According to a rule
n e
proposed by Helmholtz the sound perception will further depend 
entirely on the relative intensity with uhich the different 
components occur and uiI I be independent of the relative phaee of 
these components."
Mathee and Miller (1947) stated the following in reference 
to Helmholtz' additions concerning the sensitivity of the ear to 
phaeet
Ohm* e acoustic law states that the ear analyzes a complex 
sound into simple tones independent of each other. 
Helmholtz aa the result of carefully conducted experiments, 
amplified this statement uith the declaration that 
. . the quality of the musical portion of a compound tone 
depends solely on the number and relative strength of its 
partial simple tones, and in no respect on their differences 
of phase."
Craig and Jeffress (1962) implied Helmholt::* additions 
pertaining to phase by writing that Helmholtz’ theory did.not 
account for monaural phase effects and that "he avoided the 
difficulty by denying their existence." These ajthore cited 
Helmholtz as having "classified an admittedly heard phase determined 
auditory effect (the faint beats produced by a tone and its mletuned 
octave) ae only an apparent exception to hie phase rule."
In eummary, all relevant journal articles, checked for
I nclusivenose by internal cross-referencing, indicated unarimoue I y 
that Ohm's law of acoustics does pertain to the frequency aralyzing 
ability of the ear and that Helmholtz later added the et; tements 
concerning the phaee indifference of the ear as a result of hie own 
experimental work,
A careful reading of Ohm and Helmholtz revBaIs that Ohm did 
not In fact mention the sensitivity of the ear to phase but that
such statements were later added by Helmholtz as a result of his own 
work.
In conclusion, it appsars that ths vast majority of authors 
from the time of Helmholtz to date have held the Interpretation of 
Ohm’e law summarized immediately above. There appear to be a few 
authore, however, who hold different interpretations such as Bekesy, 
Rayleigh, and Stevens and Davis. Uhether or not these authors hold 
that the phrase "Ohm's law of acoustics" Includes the original 
statements of Ohm plus later additions by Helmholtz is not clear. 
It is difficult to believe that these authors, in particular, could 
make an error of this nature. It seems more likely that they are 
using the phrase "Ohm’s lau of acoustics" to mean in a very general 
senss the combined contributions of Ohm and Helmholtz. There is 
precedence in such use of terms. For example, Newton’e "universal 
law of gravity" is correct only within certain limits. Later 
contributions by Einstein have resultsd in a more correct "universal 
law of gravity," yet the phrase "universal law of gravity" Is 
applied with equal correctness to the concepts of Newton, the 
concepts of Einstein, or the concepts of both combined.
It would appear then that in referring to Ohm’e law of 
acoustics the investigator is at liberty to apply the phrase "Ohm’6 
law of acoustics" In a more restricted, generally uesd, and correct 
sense In reference to the statements of Ohm, or In a looser eenee In 
reference to the contributions of both Ohm and Helmholtz. The 
Investigator will bs In good company with either use of the phraee 
as this paper has demonstrated, -
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TABLE 1
STATEMENTS OF SELECTEO AUTHDRS IN REFERENCE TO 
OHM’S LAU OF ACOUSTICS
Author Reference Type and Page
1 2 3 4 5 6
Bacus (1363) 39 99
Bekesy (1360) 471 471
Denes (1363) 108 X
D i t tr i ch (1363) 32 33
Lamb (1910) 2 4
Miller (1316) 62 62
Nordmark (1370) 58 X
Rayleigh (1877) 443 443
Richardson (1927) 232 233
Small (1370) 4 X
Stephens and Bates (1950) 7 X
Stevens and Davis (1938) 20 203
Tonedorf (1370) 232 X
Uard (1370) 438 X
Uever (1949) 26 28
Uever and Laurence (1954) 146 X
Uhltfleld (1367) 143 X
Uood, A. B. (1930) 356 357
Uood, A. (1940) 340 364
1 Statements that Ohm's lau pertainB to aural frequency ' 
ana lysis.
2 Statements that Ohm’s lau also pertains to the ear's 
insensitivity to phase.
3 Statements that imply that Helmholtz added phase 
statements.
A Statements that Helmholtz added phase statements.
5 Statements that Ohm’s lau does not include any reference 
to the sensitivity of the ear to phase.
S No reference to phase in reference to Ohm’s lau.
APPENDIX B
AN INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL COMPUTERS
A digital computer consists basically of a memoru. a 
pro.CLg.3.a.lnq uni t. and associated peripheral devices. The memory 
consists of a block of addressable slots, called words. in uhich 
numbers may be stored or retrieved. The processing unit acts upon 
the numbers In memory to perform a logical or arithmetical operation 
and to return the result back to memory. The action of the 
processing unit Is controlled by a sequential list of instructions, 
called a program, uhich is also stored in memory. The distinctive 
feature of a computer that makes It more than a programmed 
calculator and endous it uith its computational pouer ie that the 
program may modify itself under program control.
The computational pouer of computers is related to the 
number or instructions in their repertoire, the speed at uhich they 
may execute the Instructions, and their memory size. Modern 
computers are able to execute instructions at rates approaching 
one-mtlllon per second, and have memory sizes in the order of a 
quarter-miI Iion uords. Memory size ie colloquially specified in 
"K," where one-K represents 1024 uords, e.g., 9G K of memory.
Computers use a binary (base-2) number system to Internally 
represent numbers because of the ease in uhich euch numbers may be 
electronically represented. Only tuo digits are alloued In the
binary number system, 0 and 1. The digits may be represented, for 
example, by the etate of a bistable electrical device such as a 
switch. A ten state switch would be required to represent a digit 
in the baae-10 number system. Binary digits are colloquially 
referred to as bits. In any given computer, each memory word 
containe a given number of bits. The greater the number of bite, 
the larger the number that can be stored.
Computers have a large variety of associated peripheral 
devices. Many of the devices are for Input-output such ae 
teletypes, high-speed line printers, oscilloscopes,
ana Iog-to-dig1taI converters, di gitaI-to-anaIog convertBre, etc. 
Other peripherals include magnstic tape and disk mass storage 
devices. The data base for a given computer problem is typically 
greater then what can be stored at one time in memory. The solution 
to the problem Is to store the data base on disk, sequentially read 
Into computer memory only ae much of the data that can be handled, 
process the data, and then sequentially ur 1 te the data back out to 
dl sk.
Computer applications appear to be limited only by the 
complexity of the program which a programmer may devise. Its speed 





DISCRIMINABILITY OF SUBJECTS AK, MF AND PA BETWEEN AN 
IMPULSE AND IMPULSES IN UHICH A BAND OF FREQUENCY 




0,0625 0.125 0.25 0.5
SUBJECT» AK
100 0.47 0.64 0.63 0.85
200 0.5G 0.6S 0.67 0.91
400 0.55 0.63 0.84 0.91
800 o.so 0.58 0.82 0.94
SUBJECTi MF
100 O.SO 0.49 0.65 0.76
200 0.52 0.71 0.68 0,85
400 0.48 0.53 0.68 0.90
800 0.48 0.61 0.79 0.73
SUBJECT« PA
100 0.53 0.53 0.60 0.93
200 0.52 0.46 0.69 0.84
400 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.98
800 0.52 0.52 0.94 0.97
TABLE 3 •
01 SCR ini NABI LI TY OF SUBJECTS AK, MF AND PA BETUEEN AN IMPULSE AND A 
PHASE MODI FI EO IMPULSE AS A FUNCTION OF INTENSITY. THE PARAMETERS 
ARE SOO HERTZ CENTER FREQUENCY, 400 HERTZ BANDUIDTH AND 0.2S
MILL1SEC0N0S DELAY.
RELATIVE INTENSITY (DB)
SUBJECT - G O G
122
AK 0.55 0.G7 0.87
MF 0.49 0.68 0.72
PA 0.48 0.49 0.97
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DlSCR IMINABILITY OF SUBJECT UG BETWEEN AN IMPULSE AND PHASE 
MODIFIED IMPULSES AS A FUNCTION OF INTENSITY. PHASE IS MODIFIED 
AS FUNCTIONS OF BANDUIDTH AND DELAY.
TABLE 4
DELAY (mSec) INTENSITY (dB SL)
68 71 74 77 80 83
































































































DISCRIttlNABILITY OF SUBJECT UG TO DISPERSION IN IMPULSES AS A 
FUNCTION OF BANDUIDTH AND OELAY FOR A FIXEO CENTER FREQUENCY OF 500 
HERTZ AND SENSATION LEVEL OF 80 OB USING A CLASSICAL CONSTANT
STIMULI EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN.
OELAY (mSEC) BANDUIDTH (HERTZ)
100 200 400 800
0.0G25 0.S1 0.55 0.58 0.G8
0.125 0.52 0.G1 0.79 0.92
0.25 0.7G 0.92 0.95 0.9G
0.5 0.89 0.98 1.00 1.00
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MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE DISCRIHINABILITV OF SUBJECT UG 
BETUEEN AN IMPULSE AND IMPULSES IN UHICH A BAND OF FREQUENCY 




[(itSEC) 50 100 200 400 800 1600















































































































0.5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 



































































0ISCRIMINAB1LITY OF SUBJECT UG BETWEEN A STANDARO NEUTRAL VOWEL
STIMULUS AND PHASE MODIFIED VARIANTS OF THE THE VOWEL IN WHICH A
BAND OF FREQUENCY COMPONENTS ARE DELAYED AS FUNCTIONS OF CENTER
FREQUENCY, BANDWIDTH, AND DELAY.
BANDWIDTH DELAY (MILLISECONDS)
(HERTZ) 2 4 8 1G
FC - 250 HERTZ
50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
100 0.000 0.000 0.0G7 0.333
200 0.000 0.0G7 0.1G7 0.833
400 0.000 0.400 0.800 0.933
TABLE 7
FC - 500 HERTZ
100 0.000 0.000 0.1G7 0.200
200 0.033 0.033 0.333 O.GOO
400 0.000 0.5G7 0.2G7 0.700
800 0.200 0.800 0.4G7 0.533
FC - 1000 HERTZ
100 0.000 0.033 0.0G7 0.050
200 0.000 0.033 0.300 0.400
400 0.033 0.2S7 0.333 0.700
800 0.333 0.967 1.000 1.000
FC - 2000 HERTZ
100 0.000 0.033 0.0G7 0.133
200 0.067 0.033 0.100 0.400
400 0.067 0.1G7 0.633 0.767
800 0.0G7 0.4G7 0.900 0.9G7
TABLE 8
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DI SCRIMI NAB ILITY OF SUBJECT UG BETUEEN A STANDARD PLOSIVE, / 1/, AND 
PHASE MODIFIED VARIANTS OF THE PLOSIVE IN UHICH A BAND OF FREQUENCY 



























FC - 500 HERTZ
100 0.050 0.150 0.950 1.000
200 0.050 0.100 0.300 1.000
400 0.400 0.800 1.000 1.000
800 0.600 0.900 1.000 1.000
FC - 1000 HERTZ
100 0.100 0.050 0.100 0.300
200 0.050 0.150 0.250 0.850
400 0.150 0.000 0.400 0.950
800 0.200 0.750 0.900 1.000
FC - 2000 HERTZ
100 0.050 0.067 0.100 0.100
200 0.150 0.133 ' 0.050 0.050
400 0.050 0.067 0.350 0.950
800 0.300 0.500 1.000 1.000
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D1SCRIMINABILITY OF SUBJECT UG BETWEEN A STANDARD FRICATIVE, /f/, 
AND PHASE MODIFIED VARIANTS OF THE FRICATIVE IN WHICH A BAND OF 

















































FC - 1000 HERTZ
100 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.GOO
200 0.033 0.000 0.550 1.000
400 0.000 0.167 1.000 1.000
800 0.033 0.167 0.950 1.000
FC - 2000 HERTZ
100 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.050
200 0.067 0.000 0.150 1.000
400 0.067 0.200 ' 0.750 1.000




GSYS Is an interactive computer program used to process, 
replay, and display audio signals, and to administer psychophysical 
tests. The program Is written in SAIL, an ALGOL-like high-level 
computer language. The program types a herald on the controlling 
terminal to indicate its readiness to accept a command. After 
executing any given command, the program again types the herald and 
re-enters Its waiting state. A list of the available commands may 
be obtained by typing a question-mark. Typing the fir6t character 
of a command resulte In the automatic typing of the rest of the 
command name. The program will request parameter value input if 
required by the given command. The program is organized around a 
large program buffer which is used to store audio data for 
processing, replay, etc. The audio data are organized as audio 
files for manipulation. Provisions are made for the absolute 
accessing of audio data on disk. A description of the audio file 
system follows under the title of FILES. System commands Include 
the foI I owlngi
AVGOUT Remove any DC bias from the audio data stored in the
program buffer.
CONVOLVE Convolve a given source file with a given kernel file.- 
The results are left in the program buffer.
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DRIVE Change the default drive number.
EXPUNGE Delete an audio file stored on disk.
FREQUENCY Set the frequency of the digitaI-to-anaIog converter.
GET Copy an audio file from disk to the program buffer.
INPUT Copy audio data from disk to the program buffer uelng
absolute disk addressing.
KERGEN Generate the frequency domain representation of the
idealized filters used in the study.
LIST Llat the disk file directory.
MAKE Generate special audio signals in the program buffer.
NUORDS Specify the number of words of data in the program
buffer in reference to the buffer’s Iouer index to be 
UBed in processing, replay, etc.
ONOFF Window the audio data in the program buffer ulth a
trapezoi da I w indow.
PLOT Display the audio data in the program buffer on the
storage osciIloscope. See the documentation for PLOT in 
GMAC.
RMS Type the RMS value of the data in the program buffer.
SAVE Copy the program buffer to a dlBk file.
TEST Psychophysical test. See the documentation for IAFCT In
GMAC.
ZERO Clear the program buffer.
1I0X Set the program buffer’s lower index.
2IDX Set the program buffer’s upper index.
S T’S Design a filter using the 5T’e method. The KERGEN
command is first called to specify the idealized filter 
character'! 8t Ice.




GMAC Is the author’s Assembly language subroutine library. 
The subroutines are used by GSYS. The following subroutines are 
selected for description:
SUBROUTINE IAFCT(DRIVE,X,RLST)
IAFCT is an interactive audio file comparison test subroutine. It 
presents a number of audio file-pairs for discrimination testing 








Start the test program,
Set the time delay between signal pairs and between 
signals of the pair.
Set the beginning index into 
randomi zer.
the 9ignal-pair
Type a list of the 9ignal-pairs presented, the 
number of times each pair-type was presented, and 
the number of correct discriminations for each 
pair-type.
Set the number of times that the signal-pair list is 
randomized and presented.
Input a Ii at of signal-pairs from the terminal to be 
presented in the test. Terminate the list with -1.
TRUE (—1)t Get listener’s response from the TTY for 
each signal-pair presentation. FALSE (0) i Present 
the whole test without TTY interaction.
Type the command Ii9t.
SUBROUTINE APF1 (X ,Y ,PUR2,FC,BU,TD,SFREQ)
APF1 specifies the frequency domain characteristics of an ideal 
filter designed to give a constant time delay (TD) to a band of 
frequency components (BU) centered around a given center frequency 
(FC). The magnitude is returned in X, and the phase in Y.
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SUBROUT INE CONV {X , PUR2, NREC, RPK, RBLK, UIPK, UBLK)
CONV performs linear convolution. It assumes that the kernel 
resides in the first N words of array X, where N-2PUR2. The 
subroutine types the record number, the input disk bloc^* the output 
disk block, and the number of packing overflows for eac*"1 record.
SUBROUTINE PLOT(N,NUORDS,DELTA)
PLOT is an Interactive plotting subroutine with tl"10 following 
commands!
C GrId comp I exi ty.
E Expand and plot with one-shot settings of grid c o o r d , n a tes.
H HorIzontaI IabeI.
I Intensity.
M Compute new Y-coordinate9 for each plot.
0 Offset Y-coordinates from average.
P Plot.
T Grid type.
U Multiple plot on same grid image.
V Vert lea I IabeI.
Y Y-coordlnates from the TTY.
? Type this list.
<carrlage return> Subroutine return.
FILES
FILES is a simple file system designed to facilitate the 
storage and retrieval of data on private disk packs* The syetem 
formats a given pack by storing a directory image on tr*e disk pack 
beginning at block 200. The first two words of the di f~ectory image 
serve as the directory header with the following format:*
UORD 0: Left justified SIXBIT key-word "AUDIO."
WORD It Left justified SIXBIT pack name.
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Following the directory header are 1023 2-word file descriptor 
blocks with the following format:
UORD Oi LHi User supplied data.
RHs File block location.
WORD 1: BITS 0-12: Date of file creation.
BITS 13-35: Length of file (WORDS).
Data is stored on di6k beginning at block 1000. Data may be stored 
up to, and Including, block 39999. The files on a given pack are 
referred to by a file number ranging from 1 to 1023, Uhen a new 
file Is created the system finds and returns the first free block 
number above the file occupying the highest numbered block.
SUBROUTINE SETDIR(ERROR,DRIVE,NAME) formats a given disk pack for 
the file system and clears the directory.
SUBROUTINE DELF(ERROR,DRIVE,FILNUH) deletes a file from the 
d i rectory.
SUBROUTINE OIR(ERROR,DRIVE,MODE) types the directory information on 
the TTY.
SUBROUTINE ERR(ERROR) types the error message associated with an 
error number on the TTY. ERR is a NO-OP if ERROR-O.
SUBROUTINE OPENR (ERROR, DR IVE, FI LNUfl, BLOCK, NUORDS, DATA) returns disk 
addressing information and data pertaining to a given file number. 
U6ed to read old data from disk,
SUBROUTINE OPENU (ERROR,DRIVE,FILNUM,BLOCK,NUORDS,DATA,AGE) returns 
disk addressing Information and associated pertinent information for 
a given file number. Used to write new data on disk.
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